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DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY I —  THE INDIVIDUAL SOLAR MYTH

-■3"̂ This lesson is the first of a series of towenty-four (Class
39 in the Philosophy of Concepts; lessons 977-1000) and it inaguaates 
an eighth group of studies in the "stellar Science".Of the seven 
preceding series ( "Sabian Astrology',’ class 21; "Pythagorean Astrolo
gy", class 21+; "Temple Astrology", class 26; "Professional Astrology", 
class 29; "Divinatory Astrology", class 31J "Symbolical Astrology", 
class 31+; and "Theosophical Astrology ", class 36) and the three series, 
Sabian Astrology; Pythagorean Astrology, and Dininatory Astrology, or 
their equivalent, are necessary for the present work. This is the 
second of "advanced" denartments into which the Astololgy of Con
cepts is divided, and to It the student must bring an equipment oon- 
iisting of (1 ) and ability to erect charts easily and without appreci- 

• able error, (2 ) a reasonably skilled capacity for identifying andy and 
all events of lofe in terms of astrological coordinated, and (30 a 
definitely cultivated gift for considering the separate factors of 
human experience as "whole and comuplete", self-sufficient from the 
point of viewof cause and effect, whether identified in the chart or 
in the actual events in which a native participates. There will be 
no specific r-ference to prior series of lessons, but the possession 
of this equipment will be taken for grante in th= outlining of the 
new material, recognizing that it may be obtained satisfactorily, of 
course, from other sources than the Astrology of Concepts. The pres- 
present lesson is on the first of three upon the philosophy of directions, 
and it introduces the student to the factor of freedom, as opposed -too 
the limiting or conditionint and shaping function of the chart as a 
whole. This is the same theme concept of the entire seiies, and it re- 
veals, at the very beginning, the necessity for approaching astrology 
from the standpoint of a philosoph and art rather than a science.
Mastered astrology is the "science of sciences" because it is the 
"Science of relationship of all things <bo all other things", but only
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its mechanism, its fuperficial technique, can be learndd by scienfific 
methods. To put the idea another way : its operations can be learned 
but the all-important correlating of its planets, houses and signs to 
the basic or invisible realities of life is a matter of growth into a 
recognition of these that is more an art, that is a matter of philoso
phy or seeing beneath the two-and-to-equals-four stabe of being. The 
technique is gained under instruction, but to impart a grasp of the 
correlations is a discipline; and the purpose of the entire Sabian 
instruction is to provide such a discipline rather than, primarily, 
to impart the material to the student's mind.

Up to the present point in the Astrology of Concepts the en
tire purpose has been to outlin the pattern of being, a nd to give the 
student some degree of skill in recognising the individual ramifica
tions of this patterm, in order that he might a ssist himself and oth
ers to master its potentialities, a nd to take advantage of whatever 
might be offered in a particular case. Throughout the various as- 
proaches to this task the point of view has been allowed to remain 
mmre or less that of the "compulsion” of higher or superior necessi
ties upon the subordinate creature, man. While it has been pointed 
otit that ther is an element of freedom in the human state, yet the 
whole first apporach has been th the destiny, the cinditioning, the 
influencing of the person by experior factors or interior ppredilec- 
tions. The native has always bean seen as a sort of aptive in a 
cage of interwoven relationships, to be aided in using or avoiding the 
tend&anies of the "necissity" of being; and it is such which the natal char- 
(or any gigure; horary, elective, etc.) reveals in and of itself. The 
analysis of character to which a student has been restricted almost 
wholly (horary astrology was an exception, but the manner in which it 
was an excentionwas an exception was not indicated andtherefore none but tl 
daily brilliant student would have realized the differecne) has been 
the prepatratory discipline for the step now to be taken.
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Ordinarilly the "directions" in astrology are presented as 

perhaps ipore the operation og a "fixed destiny" than the natal chart 
itself, but this is due to t he agerage astrologer *s lack of proper 
grounding int eh philosophy of his art. And it is because of this 
that the"directions", in common practice (commercial, or fortune
telling) are rather consistently unsatisfactory. Indeed some time 
ago, prior to the w biting of this lesson (in February, 1932) an indi
vidual was found dead with a hrooscope in his pocket--the paper that 
identi ied him— and in it the day of his death was seen to be at the 
very center of the "most fortunate period of some years in his life".
It is possible to quibble, and bo say, perhaps, that death was "for
tunate", but this sort of shphistry is no true science unless an en
tirely new valuation is to be put upon common words. The "directions" 
are the outworking influences of the personal life, the streamaing of 
seff-activity out from experience into potentiality, and they are 
"free" in the sense that they m -ensure to the progression rather than 
the establishment of self (that which the chart itself maps). To 
maste "directional" astrolggy therefore requires a reversal of prior
methods. Previously, thestiident has been encouraged to acquire a nd

number
to seek to interpret a maximum of charts, in order'that he 
might have a multiplication of situations in life to srquare to the 
astrological factors he seeks to master. How the multiplication must 
be of the events in some few given lives, the intensive survey is not 
of life in general as a whole (for learning the "superior scheme" of 
limitation) but of a particular life as a whole (the "inferior scheme" 
of freedom); but he needs the exact and detailed knowledge of the minutiae 
of events which is necessary for gaining any degree of skill in direc
tional interpretation.

The study of "horary"or "divinatory" astrology is of great 
value here because it fives a skill in interpreting "convenient cross- 
sections of life". When a horary chart is compared with a natal situ
ation the simplest possible form of "directions" is revealed: a man is



limited by his basic character, shown in the nattal chart, but he is 
free according to the potentialities of a special situation, revealed 
by the horary chafct. Moreover, the horary interpretation has given 
a measure of training in the pracitcal handling of the "aspects", 
which are the entire baisis of the directional systme of interpretation. 
The study of "pythagorean" astrology is of the greatest general balue 
as preparation for the pre lerat seried because of the training there 
given in considering the planets as separate entities, each ruling a 
department (half a department, as it were literally) and so represent
ing a potentiality of self 'which now may be seen a s basically more 
leaning towards the freedom than the limitation side of life (this is 
taken yp now ingrea'; detail, beginning with lesson IV).

The separateness of the cycles is the long-lost key to the 
ancient astrological "science", and it is that factor which transforms 
astrology from a superstition into a science int the true meaning of 
the latter wodd. Exactly as a great cosmic figure, an aviator may be 
seen to live a life curiousl/like every other individual of the same 
status as himself, the soScalled Solay Myth, so every lesser individu
al lives a life similarly but less obviously patterned by Its own 
genius; a freedo m made evidemt by the emphasis of the limitation tran
scended. This the individual Solar Myth which "directional" 
astrology reveals .
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DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY II —  TIME AS THE INDEX TO SPACE

This lesson is the second of three dealing with the philoso
phy of directions, and it introduces the student to the "progresses 
horoscope" as this may be properly or imporperly understood. From 
the point of view of the Astr&lkogy of Concepts, and the principles 
brought to the attention in the preceding lesson, "d irectional" astrology 
is a direct outgrowth of the "divinatory", and the "progressed" wheel is 
no more than a "horary" f igure for a difinite period of the life 
(usually from birthday to birthday, or the natal as opposed to the 
calender year). The use of the "birthday map" is legitimate, and 
will be discussed at the proper time (Lesson XIV), butt for the pres
ent the important idea is the realization that such a fig\ire is read 
more or less according to horary rules. The first house is the im
mediate status of things, and the position of the various planets on 
their won account and as lords of the houses gi :e a picture of the 
logical expeptai&ons for the period in question. But it will be seen 
that the radical difference between a true horary figure and the fig
ure for a period of life is that in the former case the element of 
individual freedom has full play, since the chart is erected for the 
moment the free exercise of individuality has resulted in the fring
ing of a matter to attention, whereas in the latter case the figure 
for the special period is a mathematical creation of the natalc chart 
itself and so at first glance is more an expression of the destiny or 
realative fixed conditioning of the life than of the free willof 
the native. Because of this fact it is strongly recommended in the 
Astrology of Concepts that the "progressed horoscope" as such never be 
cast, but that, instead the progressed positions of the planets be 
shown in the natal chart.

Freedom is not a matter of severance from all outside limit
ing or conditiong factors because such a state would cut the being
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free of all support, would throw it wholl/ in upon itself and gibe it 
no possible activity, but the philosophical self-contemplation which 
in a higher sense is the only possible consciousness that can be at
tributed to God. 3ut '.n man this is the most limiting of situations, 
as illustrated in the deep -black moods of man when he finds himself 
utterly cast off by himself (or so he feels himself). This is bondage 
worse than the absolute lack of choice which a man might experience 
in the opposite case of too great a meshing in his own destiny. In 
the Sabian philosophy series it is p ointed out that as a man getws a 
greatee degree of inner spiritual freedom he surremders an increasing 
degree of outer or purely physical freedom; but if this point is not 
very clear to the student it will be no help in attempting to under
stand the present distiction. In astrology freedon is the emphasis 
of the individual over the environment, and bondage is the emphasis 
of the environment over the individual. If the native lives the life 
exactly foreshadowed by the chart (which, fortunately, is a theoreti
cal condition never met in practice) he is in bondage; he is an autom
ation. The question then bedomes, how does the individual gain and 
use his freedom/ The answer is that he does this by strengtheining 
ratherthan weakening the particularity of his tie into the scheme of 
the conditioning circumstances around him, so that not only do his 
"directions" operate but he actually helps thm to operate by knowing 
them and taking advantage of them. But this is not the Oriental ad 
justment of self to environment, which is certaihly a false freedom amd 
a purely subjective contentedness; it is rather the establishment of 
an independence for the various cycles of the life, each from the other, 
resulting in the sustainment and support of a freedom as intermediary 
and self-expanding "between" the cycles. To illustrate; a man who 
can do but one thing well is wholly dependent ypon the fortunes of that 
one activiey, but an extremely versatile individual can shift this at
tention from one factor to another and j n that way ride the "elements
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of bondage" to a complete success. Volumes could be written, of 
course, upon that which is here brought out in the most brief and 
sketchy fashion, but for the purposes of astrology it is only neces
sary that the main idea be grasped.

"Progression" and "direction" are techical terms in astrol- 
agy for the movement of the planets and <bther factors from the posi
tions occupied at virth in correlation or expected correlation with 
the events of the actual life after birth. The theory of their crea
tion is the idea that mobenent upon any one circle of the celestial motion 
has an affinity with the movement in an’i other related circle of the 
same scheme, and that the expression of this relationship in an$r one 
of the circles creates in that cirlcel an entity which has correspon
dence with the whole cirlce in terms of unitsl •‘•his, since there are 
two circles of the heavens used for the measurement of motion /or the 
planets and "planetary" elemfen^s in cr ating the noroscope the houses 
(celestial equator) and the signs fecliptic), or the circles in which 
the diurnal (daily) and annual (yearly) motions of the earth are meas
ured, it is said at the outset that a day corresponds to a year, and 
this is a correspondence familiar to symbolism of everysort (as a year 
becoming a day in the eyes of God). This means that a degree on the 
icrcle in one instance equals the whold of the other circle (the fact 
that there are more days than degrees is a point used for the establish
ment of alternative methods of calculating "directions", but the dis
cussion of more than natice of the pointv does not belong here; the 
correspondence is symbolical, although justifiable mathematically, as 
will be illustrated in "Arabian Astrology")., and from this fact, by 
extension, the detrees upon either circle correspohd to a year of life. 
This is the mathematical basis of directions.

There are three common systems pf dorections in astrology,
with considerable modification in various modern presentations of

", and then there'are an unlimited number of p^e4.t4ns"stellar science
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systems which the student may use or etoen work out for himself, if his 
fancy runs to this fascinating branch of horoscogy. But the root sys
tems of "primary" and "secondary" directions, and of "transits", are 
ratheruniversally used, and should be known by every student. The 
primary directions are those created by the correspondence of the de
gree on the diurnal circle with a year of life (every four minutes af
ter birth corresponding to a year of life). These are labouious to 
calculate and they will be donsidered towards the end of the series 
(Lessons^IX-XXII). The secondary directions (so called becayse they 
are formend secondarily in time) are those created by the correspondence 
of a degree on the ecliptic with a year of life (every day after birth 
corresponding to a year of life) These are the ones commonly i&euse 
and the ones to the calculation and interpretation of which the lessons 
will now proceed. The transits are he positions of the actual plan- 
ets in the heavens, and they will be considered later (Lesson XIII).

Thesecondary system generally is said to be most commonly 
employed because "its directions are easier to handle mathematically", 
but actually there is a grea ter value in the system becayse the day is 
an existing unit of time in the consciousness, whereas four minutes 
are not. Time is the index to space--key thought of all directional 
interpretation --and there is an immediate reality in a utilization of 
a time unit which itself is truly real. Therefore astrolog y porperly 
builds its directions upon the secondary system.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY III BIRTHDAY MAGIC

This lesson is the hast of three dealing with the philosophy 
of directions, and it introduces the student to the actual urocedure 
in the calculation of secondary directions. It must be understood 
that "secondary directions" are not of prior importance. And than it 
if necessary for the student to lose immediately any lingering fear or 
dislike he may have for the processes of calculation; indeed, he should 
begin at this point to gain a lattle bit of the genuine fualin the mathe
matics. When sufficiently skilled in the handling of the occult num
bers, as these are presented to him in the fifth year of the graded 
acolyte study 0 and in the later lessons of the legate work) he will 
find the calculation elements in astrological and philosophical prob
lems more than ordinarilly fascinating; and even now these can be a 
matter of genuine enjoyment. The mathematical equipment required of 
the student is very simple/ Practically all that is neede beyond 
qddition and subtraction, multiplication and divisiin, is the "rule of 
three"(or "direct proportion"); the idea that if two apples cost ten 
cents, four apples will cost twenty cents; expressed in the formula 
2 : 1 0 :: I4 : 2 0 in which the pro dud t of the "means"' (the 10 and ij.) is 
equal to the product of the "extremes" (the 2 and 20)— lOxJ-). equals 
2 x 20--so that if one of the factors is unknown and is represented 
by "x", it can be calculated by multiplying both means or extremes, as 
the case may be. and dividing by the one expreme or mean. Thus, if 
the sun moves 60 minutes of arc in 2 )4. hours, how far does it move in 
12 hours? The formula becomes 12: 2L|.: : x : 60 (read 12 "is to" 2\\ 

as "x" "is to" 60, remembering that on either side of the "as" or 
"equals" maek ( ::) there must be units of the smrae kind (minutes 
hours, etc.) and the multiplication of the extremes, 12 and 60, gives 
720 which, divided by 21|, yields 30, the answer. In as simple a case 
as this it is obvious that the answer is 3 0 minutes of arc, but in
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most calculations the desired result is not as simple.

If a day after birth meaures to a year of life, the pro- 
portinate part of any given year will be represented by an equal part 
of the corresponding day. Thus 6 months: 12 months :: x hours : 21+ 
hours, and the answer is 12 hours. If it is desired tooknow where a
planet is by progression at a certain moment of life (it is to be
understood from now on, unless otherwise stated, that nay reference 
to "progression” is the secondary system, or the correspondence of 
a day after birth to a year of life after birth) it is only necessary 
to find where it is at the beginning of the proper day, where it is by 
correspondence at the beginning of the proper year, and then to real
ize that it moves as much further from this point as the proportion of 
its movement in the part of the given day (corresponding to the part
of the given year) is to its movement inthe whole day. If the sun
is moving an even 60 minutes fends dfey-indquestion, and the point of 
interest is exactly six months out of the year to which the day correspond 
then 6 months : 1 2  months :: x minutes: 60 minutes, and the 
answer is 30 minutes. These thirty minutes are added to the position 
of the sun at the beginning of the day and the resulting position in 
the chart is the "progressed position" of the sun for the moment of 
life in question. Its aspects are calculated as in a natal chart, and 
the influence of the sun for the certain moment of life deduced. This 
is all there is to the secondary derectional system, and the primary 
directions and transits (or .other systems) may be learned later as 
modifications of this moee important analysis.

TheBe are certain mathematical difficulties in secondary 
directions, but these are easily overcome. The tables of planetary 
positions universally used by astrologers are calculated for Greenwich 
(a borough of London, in England), whereas few charts cast ^y the stu
dent are for people born in Greenwich (or on the same time meridian).
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This factor, however, has already been handled by the student through 
the customary devide of changing the time of local birth to ^greenwich 
Mean Time", and performing all operations concerning the planets as 
though this "G.M.T. " of birth were the actual time of :irth. A fur
ther difficulty arises in connection with directions anlŷ p and while 
it is handled in the some simple wau. ot os mpt a ;ways clear to the 
student. In other words, _few individuals are considerate enough to 
be born at noorl "G.M.T. ", to that the days as shown in the ephermeis 
may correspond exactly to the years of life a< measured from birthday 
to birthday. But as a "G.M.T." is calculated to make the use of 
Greenwich tables pracitcall̂  so an ortificial birthday may be estab
lished so that the daily 'ositions of the planets in the ephemeris of 
the months immediately!ollowing birth may have exact correspondence 
to the birthdays of lofe. This is birthdaymagic at its first 
stage. The "rule of three" may be used. The hours away f rorn noon 
of the "G.M.T." of birth are to 2i| hours as the days of difference be
tween the artificial birthday and the real birthday are to 365 days.
Now it will be obvious that if the "G,M,T," if birth is later than 
noon, the position of the planets as shown at noon in "G.M. T." have 
come to that position before birth, and vice versa, to that there is 
here a neat possibility for error at the hands of the beginner in birth
day magic. The more after noon a birth is, the more before the real 
birthday the artificial b5-.rthday will be, vice versa. T0 avoid 
the labor of counting days In this calculation ( since the months are 
uneven) the ephemeris may be employed, provided the student will 
realise he is merely using the tables as a sort of "slide rule" and 
nothing else. xhe column of "sideral time" conveniently lines up 
twenty-four hours against a calender year, so that the "S.T." of the 
birthday may be pub down, and the interval in hours and minutes from 
noon of a "G. M.T." birth following noon suotrac ted from this to give 
the "S.T." if the artificial birthday (or vice versa, of a preceding



birth, added). The correction of "time hours" to "S.Y." houBS may 
be disregarded in this operation as too slight for practical value.
The artificial birthday may be called the "Adjusted Calculation Date" 
or "A.C.D." (Max Keindel's term), or any designation will do.

In calculating secondary directions the purpose is not to
find what the planets are do ing on certain, birthdays or at certain
times (the way it was put above, to make explanation easy) but rather
to determine upon what day the various aspects formed by hem become
exact. Up to the point of exactness a planet is "approaching" and
aspect; afterwards, "separating". T he cycles of the planets are he
peridds of approach and separation during which a maximum movement of

or
two degrees of approach separation is considered, a nd for ordinary
analysis and simplicity of interpretation, a cycle begins or ends at 
the middle point ot i/ts touch with another cycle when a given planet 
moves from one aspect to another in less than four degrees. In gen
eral, only the Ptolemaic aspects are to be used (conjunction, opposi
tion, trine, squabe, sextile), but the others may be employed with 
advantage as s upplementary, puncuating but not modifying the basic 
ones. These, of course, are general rules tfJor the beginner. With 
practice,and with a thorough background in Pythagorean astrology, 
much skill will be gained, such as will make instinctive the degree 
and manner in which the aspects are to be interpreted in relationship 
to each other. To this discrimination of later skill the present 
lessons will not address themselves; they rather will hold to root 
principles.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY IV LIFE AS INITIATION

This lesson is the first of nine dealing with the tabula- 
lationand interpretaion of t e secondary system of directions, and 
it introduces the student to the planets of first importance in all 
directions? the sun. The whole lesson of Pythagorean astrology has 
been the independence from each other of the cycles set up by the 
various planets (although they group themselves in complimentary pairs, 
no real negation of the principle) and the fadt that each planet must 
be considered by itself in directions has already been stated (Lesson 
II, par.14). The sun and all the other progressed bodies are there
fore calculated in turn without regard, in each case, to other than the 
natal planets. (Natal-refers to the original position in the chart; 
"progressed", to the position by movement in the given system of di
rections.1) In fine work, for which the stiadent will later be fitted, 
it is possible to consider the monor or cooperative influence of the 
progressed planets directed to each other, but this is slight enough 
so that it may be disregarded altoghether for most practical work; 
moreover, the calculation of the positions of two bodies when both are 
moving is a little difficult for the non-mathematician. The general 
procedure in working out directions is to calculate the planets in 
turn, and to tabulate the aspects formed by them with the dates of ma
turity for each aspect, in order, on a separate piece of paper. If it 
is desired to show the progressed position in the horoscope itself, so 
as to obsdrve the house position and the general interrelations of the 
progressed scheme, the progressed bodies for the A.C.D. of a given 
year of life may be shown in colored ink in contrast with the black 
or ususal color employed in the chart itself. Charts with separate 
rings run concentriacally through the houses for the natal, secondary 
primary and transit positions ar often employed, but on the -whole 
they offer needless confusion to the eye. In any case no actual 
separate "progressed chart" should be cast, as has been stated be-
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caase this gives too much of an idea of the entity-reality of the pro
gressed birthday, xtfhereas directions are merely a earrying out of the 
mandate of the natal chart itself^ amd tie entities are the cycles of 
the planets and not the punctuation of the life by birthdays or other 
arbitrary periods of time. measure.

The manner ibn which man may shift his attention from cycle 
to cycle, and so make manifest the genuine freedom of his bieng, x/ill 
be the basis of later discussion (Lesson V), as will be the intimate 
linkage of the moon and sun (Lesson X). For the present the task be
fore the student is entirely that of understanding the cycles of the 
first of the planets to be considered. These are important enough 
to be given a special place in the tabulation of the progressed indi
cations, as "Solar Directions", one of three root designations (Gen
eral Directions" are all planets but the sum and moon. "Lunar Direc
tions" are those of the moon), and thy are therefore not only of pri
mary importance, but they are excellent for indicating the general 
ma ner in which directiohs should be handled.

Solar directions gain their importance upon two counts.
First in the mathematical consideration (whic& of course, is a mani
festation of the same underlying principle evident in the other con
sideration to follow; but t’ere need be no taking of soace for the dis 
cussion of such purely philosophical relations), and from this point 
of view the outstanding characteristic of the sun is its regularity of 
movement (due ti the fact that it reproduces the revolution of the 
earth, a direct functiohin in a "circle of primary motion" found ot&er 
wise only in the moon) and its establishment of the "age" cycle of 
life; that which is revealed in the birthdays. The matter of the 
directional influence' of the birhhdays themselves (not the A.C.D.), 
and their traditional unlucky nature, belongs to later discussion 
(Lesson XIV) but here the real and larger idea must be seen. The 
birthday is the individual "mile stone" in the "individual solar myth"



it represents man's personal participation in the cosmic cycle of
consciousness, the unit of his experience in whdnh he passes through

basis
his annual recapitulation of universal creation, the ba&M of any de
gree of development in which heknows his life as initiation or an awaken
ing into higher things rather than a.mere progression of circumstances 
to be endured (that which the moon shows: cf. Lesson X). The regular
ity of the sun's mov ments giv s the foundation of all personal motion 
or self-development. The cycles of the sun from a "halving” of a 
"mansion" of the solar myth, a twenty-four part of a circle or fif
teen degrees, to the "halting" of a quadrant of the solar myth, an 
eighth part of a circle or forty-five degrees, maeaures the creative 
span of man from puberty at fifteen to menopause at forty-five, Less 
obvious mathematical pnoperties as the nearly even degree of daily 
motion of the sun (corresponding to the year of life in each case) 
basic importance of the sun; and there is in eventhis brief basic 
outline a great deal t ; which later and specialized reference will 
be made in the lessons of the legate work.

The progressed aspects of the sun to itself therefore, may be 
seen to mark the general outlines of the life itself, and of the sun 
in directions it can be said that it shows the vitality and the gener
al participation of the self in life; especially the degree th which 
the self is enabled to impose its own ideas upon life, that which is 
marked in the life live ! as initiation. The natures of the Planets 
to which the sun applies by progression will be brought out as such 
planets are discussed, each in turn. In general, it will be seen t hat 
the sun makes few asp ecbs since it only moves a little over the space 
of a sextile in the span of a normal lifetime; indeed, the moon is the 
only truly active planet in directions. But the sun established, in 
many charts, cycles which are of supreme importance. Thus, when it 
is considered the "life-giming" planet, and Mars is considered the 
"anaretic" or death-giving planet, aspects betweenthese two are of
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critical importance, espedially in initiation (as will be discussed 
Lesson VII). Generally, the sun represents the vitality, the very 
sources of being, and the aspects which it forms are indicative of the 
sustainment given upon the one hand and the hazards presented upon the 
other to this factor in conscious being.

For an understanding of the sun it is necesary to realize 
that neither aspect nor position of the sun give "normality" of be
ing. The antal. pattern is the normality from a directional point of 
view; and all that is shown in the natal chart is "good", because all 
such is advancing the particular destiny or outworking of the partifu 
lar coul. From a directional point of view all is good that con
tributes to this, and all is bad that detracts (eve if detraction 
might be Belief from a different situation). Sustaining and con
tributing elements in the case of aspects of the sun in directions are 
those which lead to an "expansion of the interests" of life; that en
courage and strengthens the expression of the will factor, as this is 
primarily ruled by the sun. All that detracts is a matter of social 
discipline therefore the sun and its aspects primarily show, also, all 
toucii with authority and with the directing forces of outer life.
Solar aspects entirely reveal touch with people of prominence, matters 
of honor, and all basic social laiison.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY V —  LIFE AW EXPERIENCE

This lesson is the second of nine dealing eith the tabula
tion of interpretation of the secondary systrem of directions, and it 
introduces the studeat bo the planet which yields the most vital or 
fundamental cycles of sonsciousness: Mercu&y. The sun is the giver
of life, and the inarker of vitality and of all contact with superior 
powers end agencies as such, but the sun always remains exterior to 
the real individuality, or play of selfhood, in any system of direc
tions. Individuality is actually individual in connection with its 
own elements of individ alotu, or the lack thereof; there is in 
what the ann rules no play or balance of the intimate or inner forces 
of selfhood. The sun is dispassionate andregal at all times; man in 
his solar directions is a sy mbol of that for which he really stands, 
a consumation of all which he may be by a process of initiation but 
never a fulfillment of what he is soley andonly by himself. The 
solar directions give a pattern of the life of a person as this may 
be judged interms of contribution to hramanity at large, or in service 
to its own destiny^ never the pattern of the intracacies of self as 
these may be enjoyed by the soul in the course of existaance. Both 
the solar and lunar directions are of primary importance, but yet they 
give a picture of man only as a counter in the greater scheme of life, 
his development of a personal and ultimate characterl Therefore 
there is necessary, not only general directions as a whole to meet 
this need in any interpretation of the life problems, but also at the 
very outset a means for keying or getting a proper orientation flpon 
any certain individual as a personal or feeing and responding soul.
The need is met by the concept of mind, and the use of the directions 
of the planet which establishes the cycles of this factor. Mercury 
is the planet of theself at home within itself; the self apart from 
the stirrings of theetternal direction of the selfhood (its spiritual

heritage) and from the outer conditioning agencies (ots material heri



tage)which, at least superficially, seem to limit its full freedom.
In prior series of these astrology lessons Mercury has been described 
as the "gateway" of selfhood, the channel by means of which t he outer 
world reaches the inner and the inner comes to express itself in the 
outer. Actually, /selfhood is no more and no less than this position 
of individuality between heridity and environment.

In other words, Mercury is the plane: of the conscious life 
or consciousness per se, life as experience rather than the anticipa
tions of being upon the one hand fend the fruits of living iipon the 
other. The movements of Mercury in the ephemeris are such that it 
is possible for the firections of this planet to show certain peculi
arities due to tha fact that it is retrograde practically each fourth 
month (measuring little more than a century, of $iears of life by di - 
roction, in which there is no retrogradition) and that nearly half of 
all normal lives are influenced by a change in the stream of con
sciousness as shown by the change in direction of the olanet. Mer
cury standing still ("stationary") preparatory to moving either di
rect or retrograded: indicates a year in which the self may strikingly 
knoq itself; and where Mercury measures to a year in returning to any 
former oosition of itself (or when in corssing over any cusp of a 
house it gibes indication of entering or reeitering some department 
of life) it indiaates moments of striking self-knowing. Except for 
a fine degree of reading impossible to the stiident at this stage of 
his study, the utilization of stationary positions, the crossin gf 
house cusps in directions, the establishing of minor or odd patterns 
of relatiionship, are all elements useless with every other planet than 
Mercury, because Mercury aline touches the self or knowing part of man. 
Other planets, in this fashion measure no less to cyclic events in 
the composite of self, but that to which theymaeasure goes unnoticed 
by both events and consciousness so far as any direct effect is con
cerned. But Mercury is consciousness itself, and the little cycles



which Mercury sets up are actually the whole pattern of the conscious 
life; therefore this planet may be studied in the individual chart 
with a degree of detail unwarrented in the case of others. What is 
shown is mind, or self-establishing patterns. The basis of mind is 
attention, and Mercury's directions gi e the major course of the at
tention cycles of life, the underlying and undifferentiated interests. 
Interest is mind, consciousness is mind, selfhodd is mind, all is mind 
inso far as "all" is grasped by the attention. Therefore it is said 
commonly and correctly that it makes no differecnce what kinds of as
pects are formed by Mercury; all are good..; t at is, all indicate fun
damental foundations in attention, and all attention contributes to

in
selfhood. Selfhood is truth^on-exostent except as it is atten
tive; its attention creates not its world, as subjective idealists 
would say, but itself. In directions Mercury's cycles ore amade the 
basis of everything else of sonseiousness, and Mercury itself becomes 
the very core of freedibqj.

Freedom has alreaSy been put down as the baisisof all inter- 
pretaion of directions. The sun shows -what degree of freedom is 
permitted by the potentialities of being, the moon what degree of 
freedom is permited by the circumstances of self. In both cases it 
is a matter of permission; freedom is on suffrage. But in the case 
of all other planets freedom is created by he cycles shown, and the 
center of these cycles lies in Mercury which as mind or consciousness 
is the actual basis of freedom itself. Indeed, Mercury alone car
ries any element of frdddom badk into the natal chart, for its place 
by sign and house (and its influence by aspect) shows where in the 
life freedom may be goained if freedom is wished: one of the most basic 
and constructive deductions that can be made from the root fighne. 
Freedom is a matter of a shift in cycles, andthis shift is in atten
tion; and attention is Mercury and its cycles of basic selfhood. Di
rections must, for real depth and accuracy of helpfulness, begin



therefore with the cycles of Mercury; the tell what attention is pos
sible, what degree of freedom ma y be "enjoyed" and when a nd how*

The student who is groundid in Pythagorean astrology nee Id 
no instruvtion in the aspects themselves. The Ptolimaic conjunction, 
opposition, square, trine and sectile are alone used primarily (cf. 
Leason III, par. I).) and these are not taken as overlapping in their 
influence, so that a givenplanet, here Mercury, is seen moving from 
one cycle to another. Between-cycle periods (between the 2 degrees 
of "orb") are divided between waning and coming influences as of the 
same nature, but purely preparatory (or recapitualtory) and static.

In the case of Mercuru alone there are superior cycles to 
the ones created by Mercury's moving to aspects with the other plan
ets/ these are not present in every chart, but when present they are 
the whole periods between Mercury's changes of direction (and, as this 
is already covered in an earlier part of the lesson, b y supplementary 
"superior" cycles when Mercury returns to a former position or 
changes house or sign in connection with a change in direction) and 
they give the warp of the pattern of general awareness, of which the 
woof is identified in the regular secondaru sustem directions of 
Mercury.
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DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY VI -- LIFE AS COMPLETENESS

This lesson is the third of nine dealing with the tabulation 
and interpretation of the secondayr system JiBf dirctions, and it intro
duces the student to the planet xdaich yields the most evident or prac
tical cycles of pure individuality, or selfhood: Venus . The sepera- 
tion of the sun and moon from the other planets is a far more simple 
idea than the differentiation that must be made between the remaining 
planets in their "general directions", and yet Mils latter operation 
is of first importance if the directions system is to be mastered; for 
the reason that the general directions touch the consciousness and the 
substance of the understancing, and any interpretation of the so&at 
and lunar directions may be wrong when the pattern of the general be
ing is not first c*asi.&bl dished. If the average person for a chart
was read was one who had conveniently loved a hundred years or moer,
the whole task of interpretation would be simple. But frequently the 
chart will be for a child, in which case, there is no experience upon 
which a check of he deductions may be made, and frequently the nat
ive will not have lived, in adult or knowing years, throu h any of 
the full cycles of the secondary planets. Therefore the lessons must 
present a definite techneque for the erection of the general pattern 
of the cynamic life, verifying as much as may have been paralleled by 
experience, but erhaps presenting the njtajor part in the guise of pre
diction :to be verified by both tiative and astrologer as the years 
wear away. Mercury is the key to the whole structure of conscious
ness, or dinner being, and therefore attention has been specially given 
to certain cycles of pa rticular worth in the case of Mercury, even 
thoguh these are not found in every chart; namely, the superior cycles 
of consciousness created by the chang e of direction in Mercury's move
ments, and the co ning Mercury to positions formerly held by the 
planet in directions of a given life, or the entering or leaving of
n  a  r»  -h a  t  n  I n n n a p Q  a r i H  q  t  c m Q  " h ^ r  ■hVi u a  1  a o  n  As a  w -h a



certain houses and signs by tnis more or less temperamentally moving 
body. Two points in this connection need reiteration. Trie passing 
of a planet by direction inot a new house or new sign is always sig
nificant, but interpretation of this sort of minor influence in all 
byt the one exceptional case mentioned is mo part of present study 
for the reason that it is a compl cation which for the beginner offers 
less results than the inevitable confusion is worth.

But the other point which nneds reiteration is an introduc
tion to the whole mental technique of understanding this matter of di
rections ,* i.e., the warp and woof of pattern idea. Ifi the prior lesson 
the first phase of the concept was presented. If it is possible 
to trace out the maior cycles of pure consciousness a ; they appeal; in 
the life with pe hpps more than average importance, these (Mercury) 
show the warp of the individual life per se and the other planets with 
the exception of the sun and moon are easily fitted into the scheme of 
the natal pnomise of the individual. Where these are not available 
to use, though not as definite in its application and so requiring 
more deduction and more skill, in analysis. Since, after all, the 
individuality is merely the focus betweenthe potentiality and the 
circumstances of life (Lesson V, par.l), these latter elements (cir
cumstances) may with equal facility be considered the warp of th 
developing conscious, and such is the view of conventional astrol
ogy, in which the sun and moon hage rincipal control of circum
stances". In the Sabian sustem the solar and lunar directions are 
also given "warp"' value, but behind them is always placed the magic
of Mercury, or the true "warp of consciousness", in cases wjgere the 
retrograde cycle of Mercury produces change of direction inthe course
of the life, showing that the native may have actaul concern with the
inner warp of his being.

Venus clings to the sun a s does Mercury, but Venus other
wise a cts as the superior planets and has aretrogra.de cycle which,



as their?s, is of no particular individual or "warp” significance. 
Either the relation of Venus to the sun is that of a "solarization" of 
the things of earth to which Vnus is adjacent (interms of orbit) on 
the sun's side. In general this is the fiving of spiritual signifi
cance to elements which of themselves arewholly materia./ it is the 
power of idealization as this is applied tothe pure realm of the sen
ses. It is perhaps most simple to define Venus as the planet of love, 
and to look upon her cycles as those of love. The danger, of course 
is thfet such a statement may be taken literally, and that the young 
astrologer may look for a conicidence between Venus directions and the 
infatuations of life. But the Venus cycles measure not to the in
fatuations of attractions themselves, but to the deveolpment of the 
senses to th point of making such an experience possible. All circum
stances as such are revealed through the lunar directions; what Venus 
brings out is the basic capacity of the self to embody its interest 
in things to enter inot the inanimate and there deposit its lobido, 
or the substance of selfhood. Love is ruled by Venus and love is to 
be seen as the partial sacrifice of freedom (which directionsand the 
dynamic life show) tothe embodiement of an ideal, or a concept of that 
which calls to the freedom of being. Mercury is the inner bal- 
anding of the elements of freedom as the self knows these, and Venus 
and Mars are the similar outer balancing of these elements. Mars is 
abstract in its touch with these elements, but Venus is personal; 
indeed Venus is the planet of the extremes of personality.

Venus must be understood, as must all these planets in the 
various systems of directions, in the light of the entire life. It 
is not possible to take a convenient cross-section, the four or five 
years in either direction from the time at which a chart is cast, but 
all the planets (with the general exception of the moon) must be
traced out through at least the span of the normally expected "three 
score years and ten" of the life. And then the various planets must
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each be seen by itself in terms of its interpretation of the life as a 
whole before it is possible to make any intelligent deduction from the 
interactions of the planet s at the time of any issue in life, or when 
there is a coincidence of thair concurrent aspects. It is vitallly 
important that the student ge a r eal sense of the separation of the 
poanets in their dynamic function. Each sets up its own "little box 
odt life"]#aand under normal circumstances each "little box" remains 
wholly self-contained. Man is not as imple world but rather a com
plex one. In the dhilosophical conceptions of Leibnitz the individu
al in a "windowless modad" making up larger monads which are, in turn, 
windowless orself-contained--spiritually free, or self-sufficient-- 
but nore than this, man is a "windowless mondd" containing many such 
"windowless monads". He, in himself, is not a ctuall conscious, for 
he is"windowless", but he sees, balances, utilizes the monads of his 
being which make him up, not "seeing within"them but existing in that 
which is composite of them.

Venus yields the "little boxes" of possessoriness, the fem
inine or cherishing genius of self; the general sensitiveness to ex
ternal t hings, the "window" or intuitively "sensing" quality in all 
that is windowless; the place of attachment to life, or the acepetance 
of conditioning; the undifferentiated exterior sense which Mars seeks 

to differentialte.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY VII —  LIFE AS ADVENTURE

This lesson is the fourth of nine dealing with the tabula** 
tiohadn interpretation of the secondary system of directions, and it 
introduces the student to the planet which diffdrentiates and gives 
tife to the exterior ssnse, the paacriaal awareness of man: Mars.
Mercury has beenseen to give the consciousness or the interior aware
ness of man as this comprimeses (ideilly) the basic warp of his whole 
oeing. With Mercury, to embrace the direct relationship of man to 
all the "circumstances" of his being, the "general directions" of the 
secondary system take Venus andMars to reveal reppecively the inner 
or sensitive and outer or practical realozation, upon the part of the 
na ive, of the world in which he lives. There is nothing additional 
that needs to be said of Mercury and Venus, and so far As the general 
ituation is concerned, Mars needs little explanation. But it do 
happens that the practical touch of man with outer life, is more than 
an adjustment to the "little boxes" of inner being, becayse wh.uj.le the 
practical touch with external reality is but one whole and complete 
componant monad of selfhood, the external reality itself is neither 
whole nor complete om tl|e sense of its projection unto the confines of 
self and individual consciousness. As a matter of fact it has been 
conveneint in prior work to differentiate between Mars and Venus by 
statmt that the former indicates the manner in which things are 
started (that is, the bringing of the unlimited into limitation, em
bracing in self some exterior share of circumstances which thereby be
come personal, know, an object of conseiousness) whereas the latter 
indicates the manner in which things are finished, or are possessed 
"whole and completely" within the Ming. Mars has been also describ
ed, from the same po int of view, as the "first impulse" osf self in re
lation to any aspect of non-self. Mars is eternally the ambassador 
of self in all affairs of outer life, and therefore the planet in
volves TUChAW-A/ + - 'q j— ...n, ... .
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volves much that will require special consideration.
Through a misunderstanding of the real nature of astrology 

the conventional presentation or fortune-telling art of the nineteenth 
century has presented Mars as the "araretic" or death-giving body, and 
this most serviceable element of the being has therefore been viewed 
with a great de 1 of dread. In the sense that any putting of the 
self into bondage to not-self or the exterior universem to a idagree 
that cancels any operation of selfhood or initiative, is death, Mars 
is the planet of death/ Actually the cycles of Mars are concerned 
more than any other planet in a measuring t>o the date oi death, either 
of the native or of others i moirtant to his being,but this is only in the 
cases where death marks a submergence of the selfhood in the gen
eral realm of things other than itself. Actually Saturn is far more 
the lord of death, and from time immemorial the "gifim reaper” and 
’’Father Time” have been identical each with the other and both with 
the phenomenon of death. In this, however, is no real confusion.
Mars is the creator of all cycles of initiative in touch with circum
stances in general, and death is a ’’circumstance” that Mars will indi
cate. Saturn, by comparrison, si the retraction of the soul, and 
death is also an ’’accounting” of the selfhood by the selfhood which 
Saturn will also indicate. In general violent death, wherein circum
stances forcibly submerege selfhood, may be said to be ruled by Mars, 
and natural death, wherein the soul "folds up its tent" anddeparts to 
new realms at the end of its "appointed span", amy be sa&d to be ruled 
by Saturn. This distinction is impostant in any measuring of the 
deaths of others in the chart, as in refectification, but so far as the 
native is concerned the cycles of both planets indicat e the opportun
ity"' or "possibility" of death rather than the assured fact. Mars is 
a planet of "critical moments" in the life rather than an"assaasin" 
of the potentialities of the being, and if'araretic" is nderstood to 
mean the establishment of peaks of issue or situations in whtih the



relationship between them, the cycles of the planets will be clear to 
the astrologer and he will be enabled to be of reals ervice to his 
clients. In terms of conventional occultism, Mars measures to the 
great "tests" of life.

Inthe prior lesson (par.3) Mars and Venus have been seen 
to be the planets concerned with the outer balancing of the elements 
of freedom. The inner balancing has been at the hands of one planet 
because Mercury through its "retrograde cycles", has been able to act 
in two directions and exhibit a double role (hermaphrodite), but in 
the outer realm this is impossible. Verms yields freedom to the in
dividual by establishing the possessions of selfhood in such a way 
that they will "contribute to", rather than"draw from" the conscious
ness. Ma s yields freedom by making possible a supremacy of the in
dividual ober the circumstances in ivhich. selfhood is reflected. It 
may with advantage be said again that the natal chart indicated the 
bondage of man to the pattern of being, and that the directions indi
cate his freedom; or that the static chart is limiting but that dy
namic expression of the cycles alone is liberty. The cycles areas 

fixed, of course, as the chart itself, but the degree of consciousness 
that man puts into the cycles is within his absolute or free control, 
He is no less free in the natal chart, in putting consciousness into 
this or that situation, but the doihg of this is not a static but a 
dynamic activity, obviously; therefore alone to be measured or ex
pressed or charted in terms of aspect. Mats is the planet per seof 
dynamic expression of the self; hence it is the reates t possibility 
of freedom and necessarily the first expression or initial impulse of 
genuinely pure selfhood. It therefore has een said that Mars is the 
absolute touch with the balanced elements of being, a cting in response 
to idea ( or idea-activited feeling), and in this sense the planet is 
properly the beginning of all astrological analysis (as it is in the 
Sabian professional system) •



To gave the student a graphic picture of t he c ycles of Mars 
in directions, since "first impulse" is hardly cyclic bytrathere is 
descriptive ofthe root temperament, it m̂ t be said that Mars is the 
"dolor" of the wiif if manifest being, exactly; as mt may besaid that 
Venus is the "VSlvity quality" ofr "sogteness" of the woof. Mars indi
cates the a dventure in life, the leaping interest or spontaneous re
sponse of self hood to that whichrefleets self throu.-:h non-self. The 
cycles of this planet ondicate freedomas freedom is known by the self j 
the seflh-realization of the ootentialities ofseLf. Therefore, it be- 
monies, in directions, the planet of significanfcevents and outstanding 
experiences. Its cycles are those of fundamental self-consciousness.

In the prior lessom (par J4.) it has been poi nted out that 
the span of life is too short for a perfect tracing of t he cycles 
ofthe planets in the "general directions" of the secondary system.
But as freedom for the individual is a matter of his capacity to move 
his consciousness at will from cycle to cycle, so potentiality is seen 
in tbecoincidental or concurrent aspects. Tabulation of directions 
must above all show when more than one cycle come to a critical point 
in a given year, since this invites a blending of sycles andereates 
an element of sheer personality.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY VIII —  LIFE AS ACHIEVEMENT

This lesson is the fifth of nine dealing with the tabulation 
and interpretation of the secondary system, of diredtions, and it in
troduces the student to the problem of determing the dynamic status 
of the soul, or inner reality of the being itself, at any given point 
in life. The first approach to the solution of this problem is more 
or less direct, for the reasonthat the la ger p lanets to which at
tention must now be given w il make veru, very few aspects in the 
span of a normal life, and in some instances will make none at all.
But is is possible to know muc h of the sould from t he outer "straws" or 
indication of the la geness of its being. At the end of the preced
ing lesson the student was <&sMd to tabulate tiisaspects so that when 
more than one cycle cornes to a critical pomSit in any one year the fact 
will be immediately obvious bo the eye. The best way is bo have col- 
lumns for eight planets (leaving the more numerous Ilunar aspects for a 
separate sheet of papter) and cross ruling for the years of s pecial in
terest with larger space a bove a nd below the cross ruling to indicate 
the years to which the longer cycles of the greater planets will reach, 
in the past and in the future. In a general way the dissassociated 
life and the shallow soul is more apt to have cytcles each of which is 
complete by itself. But for the larger man in a co smic sense, the 
soul in which universal responsibility is -Rested, it is necessary that 
the cycles make somewhat of a pattern in their coincidence: such aa 
individual myst have critical yeats in which many of his cycles will 
come to an issue. The idea/ is that which is expressed in the life of 
an av/ator or "World savior"; who so lives that his cycles of being may 
be s een drawn together and recapitulated in the passage of the sun 
through all ssigns of the zodiac; the "solar mjath. The stature of a 
"solar man" is indicated by the degree of coincidence in the great cy
cles of the chart, and this indirectly is the first approach ( and in



many cases, the only a ppreach) to an estimation of the adultship of the 
soul. In cases of a "young soul" the situation is not one to be re
gretted, because such a soul has an opportunity unconditioned by soul- 
experience, and may be spurred to unlimited achievement. But the 
task of analysis is, of course, more simple; and die results may be 
less interesting to the astrologer. In the case of the "solar man" 
or one who has taken first steps to become such, life has become a 
business larger than the living of a single life. Others live in the 
"solar man" and he lives in others; his is the life of achievement, 
as the life of every seeker should be, and a special or direct anal
ysis is therefore necessary in the directions.

As was particularly made clear in Pythagorean astrology, the 
planets of "soul" are Jupiter and Saturn. In its reference to death 
the significance of Saturn has already been pointed out in the prior les 
(par.2 ) and in a general way it may be seen that the nature 
of Jupiter is the reverse of such: life and the whole phenomenon of 
being as an expression of the soul, But as it is comvenient to see 
death largely through sudden or accidental or adventurous death (Mars 
r ther thhn Saturn), so it is conveninet so see life through the 
strength of living, the vitality, the health (sun -aather than Jupiter), 
The natal association of Saturn with diseanse, as showing the point of 
greatest physical weqkness in the natal _ hart, and of Jupiter as re
vealing the point of social expression, are static interpretations of 
ghese two bodies. The static nature of the soul is obviously differ
ent fromthe dynamic; therefore in the directional system the inter
pretation of the two "soulS planets must deal entirely wit ht e inner 
stirrings of the soul itself. The key to Saturn has alreddy been 
given in the words "accounting", and to Jupiter may be given the idea 
of "positing". Saturn is the sould seeking to square its accounts 
and "consolidare its gains", Jupiter is the soul patterning and re

patterning itlsef inlife.



For the sake ofthe astrological analysis there should al
ways be aspects of these slower palnets, however, and therefore it is 
time for the student noe, to add in the minor aspects to the Ptole
maic for all the planets. In his tabulation the Ptole,aic shouldbe 
indicated in one color of ink andtthe minor ones in another color, for 
the reason that Ptolememaic cycles are not interrupted byt are only 
given additional application by the minor aspects. The minor aspects 
should, tth©never there are major cycles, be considered as measuting 
points of empha&is or ciritical application ratherthan as creating 
cycles. But when there are no cycles otherwise, then and only then 
the minor aspects should be considered.as creating them, £nd for this 
purpose, smaller and smaller aspects should be used until some cycle 
embracing part of the life and excluding oart of the life should be 
found for every planet. As, in the case of the "solar mapft the 
presence of many critical years indicates his stature, so in soul 
analysis the presence of cycles of ths soul planets by more important© 
aspects is an indication of spiritual maturity. Lesser aspects are 
created as they are needed (by the continued division of thirds) 
fourths, fifiths, sevenths, etc., of t he circle).

In general the directions of he chart are the clue to the 
freedom of the individual, and as an equally sweeping generality it 
may be said that the stronger and more coincidental the aspects are in 
the directional system, the greater the possibility of freedom in the 
individual case. Jupiter and Saturn indicate the inner freedom of 
the soul itself, the "pattern of the woof" in directional symbolism, 
and this freedom is challenged by life when Saturn is stromg by di
rections, and recognized by life when Jupiter i s similarly strong.

As, for the sake of special analysis in the case of planets 
moving slowly and c renting new Ptolemaic cycles of direction, it is 
necessary to use minor aspects, so for t he same reason it is well to

have also minora spects of another s ort; those created by the moving



planets in t±he directional system to hemselves as moving bodies, the 
so-called "progredded to progressed" directions. These should be 
tabulated with a third color ink, and it must be realized that not 
only are they not the crator of cycles of selfhood, byt that rather 
than creating additional critical applications of the underlying di
rectional force, they reveal primarily the nature of the outside or 
circi.imstantial cooperation with the directions in force in a given 
life. It has already been pointed out that theri calculation is dif
ficult for the non-matheraaticain (Lesson IVm oar, 1), but this need 
not be beyond anyone. When the planets are moving in the same di
rection, so that the slower planet will be advancing to a new point 
while the faster one is moveing t o t he place where the other was at the
beginning of the calculation, it is necessary to have a fraction ex-

to be
pressing the (total d istance moved. The difference in rates of 
mot .on gives this. Thus, if the slower planet moves a quarter as fast 
as the fas term the fas ter will have to move %/l\. of the distance be
tween them at the start of calculation, and the aspect will be com
pleted in %/\\ of b he time required to move to the slower planet if 
that planet had no movement of i&s own. When the planets are moving 
towards each other (when one is retrograde) the distance between them 
is divided into two unequal parts proportionate to theijfe difference 
in rates of motion, and the time or date of a spect may be figured for 
each of them, as is convenient.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY IX LIFE AS REVELATION

This lesson is the sicth of nine dealing with the tabulation 
and interpretation of the secondary system of directions, and it intro
duces the student to the problem of relating the individual ?soul to the 
underlying immediate ourpose of racial being; seeing to what a degree 
tne native may be expected to participate in the fundamental purpose 
of the world order. In Pythagorean astrology the two outlying planets 
of present general recognition, Ur anus and Nepixune, have been discribed 
and demonstrated as the planets of individual social participation, and 
it is not the role of this series of lessons to show why, but r ather 
only what the various planets indicate, and how they do sol£ in the 
"progressed1' implications of the chart. It is sufficient now to point 
out that Uranus carries the diea of Jupiter further, and to the degree 
of recognition of individual freedom shown by Jupiter adds an indica
tion of the amount and kind of cooperation which life should be found 
to give to the native's free torn without effort or particular atten
tion upon his part. In the asme way Neptune carries the idea of Sat
urn to a further degree, indicating the degree tho which life should be 
seen to enforce the bondage of man to his social order. It is only 
in the most rare case that either of the "occult" or purely social 
planets (Uranus and Neptune) willmake an actual Ptolemaic aspect in 
the course of a given life, and except in the case of minor aspects 
calculated down to the point to fgive cycles of these planets, a cycle 
of either of them will meaure to an intire life. As a backgroung 
for interpretation it would b e very well for the suMent to identify 
such a cycle in each case, taking the one before birth or agter proba
ble death which might seem to be throwing the strongest influence
tjrough the life. Occasionally such a leteral cycle will be identi- 

the
fied in life of a parent or a child (theoretically all should be, 
but seldom is there lata sufficient for such eminently satisfactory



yet most practical fine work), but in general it may always be put 
down as the fundamental "revelation” of the life, characterizing the 
basic slant of the subconscious nature ofrtian and most revealing from 
the standpoint of psychoanalysis.

Life as revelation is the purely "social" life, consisting
of events which have no significance whatever except in the light of
the cooperation of the individual with the whole of the body of man
whit whom he moves and among whom he has his being. This is evident

of raliztion of
nromally in the flashed larger purpose in living,
and to these the most simple word to be fiben is "revelation". There
fore, as suggested in the paragraph abovem the astrological correlation 
with the subconscious whole of s41f is here to be worked out. But the 
subconscious nature of man is too largely static in its role to be of 
direct value in astrological analysis, a nd t he element of "revelation" 
is better expressed in terms of realization of social responsibility, 
man’s "waking up" to the faxt that he 4s a part of somthing larger 
than himself, and that in this largdr whole he may have a more satis
factory outworking of the problems of his destiny than is possible to 
him solely through the little sphere of purely objective self. The 
two "occult" planets therefore provide, in directions, the "distinction" 
of the woof, the touch of "spiritual royalty" and the spirit of inward 
dependency wheich is at the root of all initiation.

Social consciousness of a real sort is wholly dynamic, and 
therefore its nto primarily to be sought in the natal chart. For this 
reason Uranus and Neptune have an importance out of all proportion to 
their ability to form many aspects for use in directions. Of the two 
beyond the distinctions already fiben, Uranus is the planet of icono- 
clasm, or rampant selfhood, andNeptune si the planet of self-dedica
tion or sublimated selfhood. These are cynamic ideas for pracitcal 
use, as opposed to the static indications of cooperatio n with the 
freedom and bondage of the life, already expressed. It is life which



permits freedom in tnhe cas e of Uranus, but the permission is onljr evi
dent s as a dbantage is taken of it, and it is only the dynamic "takfcnt 
of advantage" that either the fore or the chart can show directly.
Uranus banishes or breaks taboos, shows the native as a law all to 
himslef. a nd while there is an element of thissort in everyone the 
directions of Uranus make the distiction among men by showing the de
gree to which a man is successful in his anarchy , or actually is free. 
Neptune similarly indicates, cynamically, the situation of man in ref
erence to his bondage. In static terms there is here shown his sur
render, and in many charts that is precisely whit will be shown. But 
men may be larger than his bond .iage, he may cooperate with it in liter
al fashion and therevy gain a spiritual victory. As Uranus is free
dom in life, and so may be seen to be a planet of bondage in death 
(which is defeated by ’’ife, of course) so Neptune is the ULanet of living 
or in the ternaal subliminal world; Neptune is the planet of living 
"on beyond" death, or living above the things which are above death.
Where it is active in the chart (for it is active in few charts!) and 
to the degree it is active in the chart, it is the planet of initiation.

It becomes obviotis that the directions of these planets are 
cosmic or outside cylces, fron the view of ordinalry life and affairs; 
and In the same category are any and all other planets such as..may be 
discovered and measured with the tremendous new mechanisms for schart
ing the heavens (as Pluto). Certain general relationships of great 
importance have been pointed out, byt except that these are dyhamic 
rather than static,they are really part of the natal analysis: they 
apply to the whole life. For the immediate and shifting influence of 
the cosmic factors the "transits" are far more revealing in a practi
cal sense, and attention will boon be given to these (Lesson XIII).
At this point it is necessary for the student to gain a perspective in
his directional work, and to realize t hat he needs the cycles of these 
slowower and more cosmic influences as a general foundation for inter-



pretation (like thh. "focal determinators" of Professional Astrology) 
and that he can only come with safety to the lunar directions (to which 
the next three lessons will be given) if he possesses this.

Truly the whole summation of skill in Directional Astrology 
is the proper balanceing of the aspects, and it was with this in mind 
that the use £if diffenernt color of ink for different kinds of aspects 
has been suggested. Indeed, at this point, it would be very profit
able to establish a definite snse of the relative value of aspects in 
ihterpretation. First of all it myst be understood that the implica
tion gained through the larger cycles of the ponde -rous planets (Uranus 
and Neptune ine particular) and the transits, together with, the special 
indications of a retrograde Mercury and such special approaches to in
terpretation are implications asi ie from the pure direction&l. system

to
as such. Directions are first of all secondary in system (which 
primayr and other systems best contribute as implications) and are com© 
prised of Ptolemaic aspects only. In imp ortance they are solar, gen
eral and lunar in order. Then the parallels are taken (Lesson XV). 
after which come, in order, minor aspects built upon the square and 
trine; minor aspects of the tribes of quintile, septile, and the like; 
"pro gressions to progressions" (Lesson VIII, par.5); and, finally, 
lunations and great conjunctions (Lesson XIII) .



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY X LIFE A® LIVING

This lesson is the seventh of nine dealing with the tabula
tion and interpretation of the secondary system of directions, and it 
introduces the student to the most active, and in a way the most im
portant of all the p lanets in directional astrology, one to which 
this and two following lessons must be given: the moon. The present 
consideration will be wholly of the moon and of and by itself,that is 
the planet taken as any other planet in the system, making its major 
and minor aspects in order. Differing 1,rom the other eight bodies, 
at this point, the greaters peed of the noon, and tehe corresponding 
greater number of aspects of all sorts formed, make it unnecessary to 
trace out lunar influences throughout the life. It has een suggest
ed that the lunar asoects be put upn a separate sheet of paper, and 
there the usual distinctions by different colors of imk may be donven- 
iently made. UN general no more than a year prior or followint the 
span of time under consideration need be calculated, but at least this 
much of the life should be examined under the lunar directions. The 
difficulty with the interpretation of lunar directions, due to the 
fact that they measure more generally to trivial than important de
tails of life, can be entirely overcome by the student in his own mind 
if he will remember that the distinction between "trivial" and "impor
tant" is one of the direction of reality, and not in any terms of real 
ity itself. The moon directs itself to the outer realm of being in 
major part,the other eight to the inner realm. That which is of 
long duration in man’s experience is that which is within the self, or 
sustained by elements within the self, whereas that which is of great
er momentary reality is that which by its sharpness of impingement up
on the self, die to the foreshortening of time, gives an emphasis of 
exterior elements at the expense of interior. Ih a superficial sense 
the directions of the moon have often been compared, in astrological



books (in relation to the other directions collectively), as the move
ment of the minute hand of a clock in teelation to the hour hand If and 
from this point of vaew thy may be seen as a sort of executor of the 
destiny § in the outer world, of the inner being as a whole--an idea 
that has graphic fealue rather than philosophical accuracy.

The moon, in the directional system, is the planet of "pure 
circumstances as such", as has been pointed out (Lesson VI, par,3)» 
revealing the outer world in its general aspect of cooperation with 
the outworking of individual destiny in the practidal sphere. Circum
stances are rell by their own right, and they forn patterns of acutal- 
ity in the outworking of the destiny of every entity to which they, or 
any part of them, offer contact at any time. But circumstances from 
the point of view of a given native are not real by their wwn right,
rather as a complex they offer him an external, anf for-judgement (with 
trailing

no or committing obligations of any length to them in terms
of time) picture of the momentary status of his own inner being. This
is the intimate linkage f the moment, as compared with the sun and
the outworking of the will of selfhood, which has alre ady been express
ed in detail (cf. Lesson Iv, par 2). T'hemoon is not so much the
minute hand of he clock as the brush of the artist engaged in self-
portraiture/ The other planets are the paints, the palette and the
inner sinse of lolor and conception of image; while life in &he canvas
Lunar directions, as opposed to solaj directions (conception of the
image) and general directions (paint and palette, color sende) ar
the stuff of self-realiz-ation; therefore they are far more suMedt to
modif cation and control than any other group. In professional work, 
therefore the attack upon the problem of the native is to teach him
first of all to master his life by a handling of pu re circumstances.
learning astrology the lunar directions of the astrologer's own chart
as well as those of his clients give him the most practical ^approach

not "bad" or "good"
t 0 knowledge 01 direc11o 11s . The-se becoms * 1
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but suggestive portraiture elements of self. Ti put the idea another 
way, directions dinicate not so much what will happen to a man as how 
a man will interpert to himself whatever happens to him. He may ever 
clean off the canvas of life, or even mix his points a little differ
ently, tut he must learn how to make his brush (moon) conform to inner 
idea (sun) rather than to the accidental aggregation of oils and pig
ments (the other planets). Life as living therefore becomes a prac
tice in living, and the lunar directions consequently take on a prac
tical role not really known with any of the other elements of the di

rectional system.
It has been said that the moon rules the ’’progression of

circumstances to be endured” (Lesson XV, psy.3) and tnis may now be 
seen to mean that circumstaned have no reality except as they move 
out of, into, each other, and ta., they form themselves over the pattern 
of individual being and are "endured" or "known". In other words it 
is necessary to see that while it is possible to control the actual 
outworking of the lunar aspects in directions, yet this control is not 
a matter of inhibiging the activity in the circumstantial realm, nor 
of creating an activity which the pattern of being does not call forth, 
but is wholly a trasformation of the signific nee bothe of the meshing 
-'Of events to the self and of the significance of the participation of 
selfhood in this meshing of events.

The kwhelaiissue is the degree of freedom permitted to man 
by circumstances (cf. Lesson V, paragraphs 1,2,3) and this, of course, is 
the oregmatic or outer indication of the success of the individual in 
strengtheningtbis element of freedom within himself, or of his fail
ure to reach the heights of his destiny as such is indicated by mount
ing bondage of self to outer things-in-themselves. The student knows 
in handling the lunar directions that what they show is the inner 
think, not the outer; even though they are who lly interpreted and i-



dentified in the manner by which circumstaneels themselves reflect the 
inner status of the native. The solar and general directions reveal 
the inner battle of the native directly, but do not reveal the outcome 
of his struggle except as the key to this is implied elsewhere. But 
circumstances, in their reflection of jfchis mind and state of being, 
when interpreted in the light of his operative lunar directions, give 
the key to the status of the self's progress. Life is syntonic in 
this sense, the canvas of the soul upon which the brush of being cheer
fully paints the leveloporng selfhood.

The considers ion, after all, is a return to the warp idea
(cf. Lesson VI, par.2) with the sun and moon considered as the warp
threads upon which the woof patternis made evident. The cycles of
all the other planets, including the su n as the of-self element of
positive part of the warp, are indicative of the tendencies of self;

all
and are to be interpreted in the light of all life, and of/p$^ the 
given native's life. But the lunar cycles, which by their own very 
nature are short of duration, are to be seen as wholly ehhemeral; a 
revelation of the "little pockets of experience" not unlike the"little 
boxes of being" (cf. Lesson VI, par.ij.) in the activity of life as a 
whole; that is, under the moon the life is divided into segments of 
experience in time rather than into departments of experience in space 
and intthese the life gets its experimental hold on self, cyclically.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XI LIFE AS EMERGENCE

This lesson is the eight of nine dealing with the tabula
tion and interpretation of the secondary system of cirections, and it 
introduces the student to the specialized application of the moon in 
an interpretation of the "little pockets of experience” in life (cf. 
Lesson X, par.5). This is the second of three considerations of the 
moon, and the transition in point of view is from the difference be
tween the moon and other planets in ordinary secondary directions, due 
to the greater s peed of the moon, to the speci&l mechanism in direc
tional relationships set up! by the moon, due particularly to that 
greater speed. All the other planets set up cycles; but these are 
cycles of and by themselves (and the mood, of course, also does this 
on its own account in its major role as one of the nine planets; the 
subject of the prior lessonj), whereas, the nrnon, moving throughth 
entire zodiac at least three times in the normal life (by secondariy 
directions) skets up cycles created by its varying pattern of relation 
to each of the other planets; moreover, these cycles are of a differ
ent character from any others except the sun, due to the regularity of 
the movement. The pattern of interrelationshp in "general direc
tions" is potent in the life due to the "accidnet" of the time of '
birth; none of these developmentspossible among the slow-moving plan- 
ee;ts can be encompassed in the span of a single "incarnation". But 
with the lunar dycles now to be brought forward the complex of all of 
them not only is embraced in every life, but is repeated with an ideal 
threefold emphasis. Regular,as the solar aspects, in the sense of 
operating without the complication of retrogradation, they are funda
mental in the realm of trivial or practical outer things. The indi
viduality of the life, while in part a matter of the complex of the 
larger pattern "executed1" by the e lunar cycles, is largely a matter



of the distribution of the whole twent-eight year period of the moon’s 
movement in secondary directions in relation to the age or development 
cycles of the individual (puberty, maturity, etc.).

There is here, therefore, a new technique of the moon, and 
for many students it will be profitable not only to show the lunar as
pects on a sepatate sheet of paper for the three to four years embrac
ing a given cycle of the life, but also, in a different tabulation to 
show the same lunar cucles for the major part of the life with a dif- 
erent column for the moos’s application to and separation from each 
of the other planets. Thus the moon moves from the conjunction of 
the sun to the sextile (minor aspects may also be shown with prmfit, 
but as in the case of the greater cycles they punctuate but do not 
change or set up cycles) inlless than five years (sixty degrees), to 
the square in a little over two years more, to the trine, again a 
little over two years, and to the opposition in less than five. Then, 
inless than five, another trine, a little over two, a square,again a 
little over 'two, a sextile; less than five , back to a conjunction.
The cycles thus set tip, in the same general spans of time, with each ///// 
of the other eight planets, give the charting of the superficial or 
outer and practicla being. The sun gives the vitality pa.ttern; Mars 
the initiative pattern: Venus, the acquisitive pattern; Mercury the 
learning pattern; Jupiter the pattern in discovery of selfhood; Sat
urn, the corresponding pattern in consumption of selfhood; Uranus 
the pattern of ezptession of freedom; and Neptune, the equivialent pat
tern of expression of responsibility/ Most i mportant for the student 
to remember i n connection with these cycles (and. he had better tabu
late the moon twice, as suggested, if he has any difficulty in keepong 
matters cleor and definite) is that the moon not only creates these 
but alos, with the same aspects, gives the in-passing "minute hand of 
the clock" indications for the superficial analysis of given years of 
life. Circumstances have become a barometer in general, for the mo-



mant, also eight barametars for the life in its wholeness.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty, at least for the new stu
dent, at this point in the study, wi 11 be the piling up of detail upn 
detai.; of technique of interpretation upon tenchinque of interpreta
tion, until the prospect may seem a hopeless rnase of consideration.
But it is not necessry f or all elements 66 the directional, or of any 
other system, to be employed i t  in pjfftypractical work.. The genius of th 
Sabian system at a whole lies in the fact that each of its limilesfeons 

details will stand upon its oi-m feet, and may be utioized without any 
of the others. Tus, the directions may be wholly confined to the cy
cles created by the moon's aspects to the other planets, and an equal
ly intelligent (if pe haps not equally complete) interprets ion of the 
dynamic of living life may be made. The puppose of th ese lessons is 
not to instruct the studaert dogmatically, to give him certain things 
to do in a certain way, to make an automation of him..Human lifeis 
too sacred, the welfare of a soul too important, to be entrusted to a 
mechanical taking of "rulership" and "interpretations" out of a bood, 
and applying them dogmatically without any idea of what principles 
underlie the interpretation. If life were so simple that even a per
son of high ntelligence would be able to chart is as the resylt of a
scattered few months or even ./years of dogmatic study, it certqinly

academic
would be simple enough to expect that several generations of a//p6//exa 
psychology and at least two millennia of astrologers would have devel
oped better "book systems" and more general agreement among thems&lves 
in veven so basic a amatter as the root types of humanity.

Life is ever/ individual, consequently elusive or "esoteric" 
and for its interpretation a fluid rather than a dogmatic system is 
necessary. Astrology after all Is merely a mechanism for giving to 
man an organization of that judgement which usually comes to him in and 
through experience. Therefore the student must be taught to think



above all, a nd must be given as enee of the complex operation of the 
interrelationship of all things; otherwise the complexity of life baf
fles him sooner or later, espexially if some "book” or dogmatic system 
has raised false hopes within him. It is with this in rnind that 
these lessons have insisted upon the independence of the planets, and 
of all elements of being , each from the other. Individuality lies 
in the "little boxes" and "little pockets" of personal being, and each 
of these does siistain itself by its own genius. What con- 
xerns the astrologer is oiiter life; ivhich is a complex of these "boxes
and "pockets". They themselves, f£> course, are never reached in the

very
probing into the depths of self; they cannot be, by their nature 
Life is a meshwork, utterly and completely elusive when approached by 
a frontal attackkor a dogmatic attitude. But if each of the little 
elements is sought out, and translated into a mechaaism of judgement 
interpretation becomes possible.

"Ariadne threads" are needed in the labyrinth of social be
ing, and these the individual planetary cycles provide. Therefore 
the system of lunar interpretaions here given is perhaps the most sat
isfactory of all approaches to genuine interpretation ofe xperience. 
The moon distributes the emphasis of the various elements of being, 
determing what facet of slefhood shall, for the moment, move forward, 
and what shall move back. This known, the analysis of the cirxaum- 
stances of day-by-day experience becomes relatively simple.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XII LIFE AS DRAMA

This lesson is the last of nine dealing with the tabulation 
and interpretation of the secon dary system of directions, and it intro
duces the student to the specialized application of the moon in its 
odd and unique emphasis of the "little pockefcs" or "little boxes" of 
circumstances or of experience itself. It is the last of three con- 
e&deidef.ations of the moon, and it presents the moon in still another 
role than any that have gone before : the moon as revealer of the im
petus inherent in the life itself, a function made possible by the rel
ative rapidity of its motion, and a fimction that links the secondary 
directions with the"transits", which will be discussed in the follow
ing lesson. What is now before the student for attention is the out
ward "wholeness" of the life, as opposed to the inward wholeness which 
has been the basis of analysis up to this ooint. While the unity of 
the individuality is never evident as such to any eternal eye, there 
nevertheless must be a super if ical complementaryufinity, and it is this 
which is the evidence of the freedom of bondage of the personality.
It is convenient to label the fihisdextefnal.un|ty, sinae it must have 
a aame for reference purposes, the "drama" of the life : the element which 
to the outside view links in selfhood the surrounding circunstances of 
the being, so faf as there is any such likage. Of course there are 
lives which are utterly drab,a dn without any shred of drama. These 
may beexpected to have weal charts,and they do to this extent; in so 
far as the astrologer is enabled to fine elements of drama or super
ficial wholeness in the chart, to that degree he is enabled to find 
drama in the life. All terms are relative. The utterly trivial is 
dfamatic if circumstances can gain sufficient significance. There
fore the present department of 1 unar interpretation serves?, a double

purpose; giving an additional means of interpreting directional unfold- 
ment, and also (by far the most important) giving the astrologer a



means for helping hisclieti to find himself by aiding him to mafe§ his 
life dramatic. Drama is not tragic developments, or emotional unbal
ance ; it is a sonial significance inherent in or given to the direc
tion of the life, or what now it is convenient to term the impetus of 
the being. In a way the life is lacking drama if man is swept on 
by this impetus and remains unaware of its surge beyond ta dull re
sponse to the "ggod luck 2 or "bad lunk" of life; but the life is dra
matic from the moment tth individual s eeks to take hold of things con
sciously and attempts to direct his own destiny.

There are elements which more oarticiilarly show the degree 
of the conscious or lack of conscious perpection by a native of the 
elements of impetus in his own destinby, and thewe willbe discussed in 
a later lesson (Parallells, Lesson XV). Now the question is not whether 
the native is conscious of the impetus (which is a matter of the in
ner emphasis of the being) but whether he is making an effort to direct 
his life, or whether he can be helped to make such an effort. This is 
determined by the operation o f the moon in realms of p re citrcumstances 
or by its movenemt through progression in the secondary system to the 
cusps of houses and of signs. In general the moon ms the only planet 
that can be taken by direction to the lines or cusps of houses and sign 
dividiion because the moon is the only planet moving swiftly enough to 
make several cir cults of thwe wheels in the course of the life, so dis
tributing the rulerships of the wheels through the life itself in what 
has been termed the exterior wholeness or drama of being.
Everything in astrology as a matter of balancing a given element in 
the complex of all other elements, and in directions this is particu
larly necessary. If no account is taken of the drama of the life it 
is impossible to give a balanced interpretation of the more important 
factors. In the Sabian systems all elements stand by themselves, but 
this is beciuse each element is capable of a depth of application which 
supplements all others (as the trained sight of one observer serves 
better than the combined untrained sight of the many)/ IDn teaching



the particular genius of each elememt must be brought out, and, for 
understanding, balanced in comparison with all other elements. The 
"balancing" of an element by itself is therefore making such an ele
ment anabsolute factor; She astrologer finds his preliminary and fi
nal judgement identical. But for an interpretation of such an abso
lute factor to the client it is necessary that it be Reflected in many 
things, becuase men are accumstomed to complexity and must have under
standing in terms of familiar aggregates. The movement of the moon 
in and out of signs and houses is pa ticularly valuable in giving the 
outer false unity or drama of self, the "familiar aggragates" of the sit 
ation which are readily comprehensible.

For a grasp of the house and sign cycles of the moon the 
student must understand that planet thoroughly. The moon is more 
than an executor, a "minute hand" or a "brush" in directional elements 
of this sort, although becyase d>f its great speed it does also so serve. 
In prior lessons (VI, par ") Mercury has been seen to take 
on the function of pure mind or underlying being in consciousness, due 
to the fact that Mercury alone brings an almost inevitable change of 
direction into the life (relating feosmic geimetrical necessity to in
dividual geometrical being or pattern of selfhood), and the moon, which 
alone brings the whole circles of the heavens into a given life exper
ience, by that fact takes on a special role in directions apart form 
its•normal role: it becomes an indicator of the pure or basic in
stincts of being;. Thus it may be seen that, in a way, there are 
several moons, each of which must be handled separately, and in time 
it will be realized that the moon is the one great link between all 
directional systems and factors.

There is not, and never can be, in the limited compass of 
these lessons (only twleve in all) the space to carry out all 
the applications of the principles involved, about all that the sheets



can cover it the outlining and demonstrating of the main threads. Yet 
the manner of application is most important., so that the student may 
be started properly on his way. The movement of the moon by second
ary directions into a new house or sign will measure always to a stir
ring up of the matters ruled by the house or sign for an approximate 
two and a thied years— so ,uch is simple— but this does not mean any 
sort of literal emphasis, except most fortuitously. A man’s heart 
(Leo) cannot do all its beating in a certain twenty-eight months our 
of twenty-eight years; nor can the hverage man make all his money 
(second house) by a similar abberrant emphasis. What the moon brings 
out is the drama or an exphasis of insticts as against the general 
environment. In the houses the progression of the moon measures to a 
progressions of instincts towards not-self (circulst ances) and in the 
signs a similar progression of instincts towards self-realization.

Training in the estimation of cycles of this sort, especially 
in relation with the ascendant (first house) is provided in a later 

lesson (rectification: XVI) and in the following lesson attention will 
be given to a distinction beytween those things which are and are not 
indicative of the operation of pufee instinct. In rectification, and 
in all directions,the proper identification of events in terms of 
directional movement is the whole substance of skill.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XIII LIFE IN PUNCTUATION

This lesson si the first of three dealing with the suoole- 
mentary procedures in the employment of the secondary system of direc
tions, and it introduces the student to the "transits" or the fln^lu- 
nce ln £he chart of the actual day by day positions of the planets
in the heavens. It is at this point f at the student is able tb see 
for himself that the conventional or'sxiperficial idea of an actual 
"influence", emanating from the hewaaaly bodies, and the directing or ex- 
cercising a measure of control ober individual human destiny, is wholly 
untenable, even though radio broadcasting has shown the degree to 
which a. receiving agency may be receptive to certain ones out of a 
great, complexity of cosmic waves. In transits the olanets are seen 
xn the direct or actual "influence", in secondary directions their in
fluence over a gi ven year from a corresponding date after birth and in
„ ... ... from aprimary directions the influence over a year of life corresponding
four minute period after bifcth. And experience show s the direct 
or real influence to be by fat the weake st, and the most rremote, where 
a year of life corresponds to a time measure, form minutes // which has 
no reality as a durational unit at all, by fair the strongest, Actua
lly the operation of the cycles in astrology is a distribution of 
forces and tendecies inherent in the self; and the distribution of 
these is not only by the cosmic cycles byt through their own genius in cor 
responding to rhe cosmic cycles. In both secondary and primary di
rections there is a point of start, the moment of birth, and these 
directions are potent because the whole basis of astrology is a matter 
of r elativity (defined in the Sabian presentation as the "science of 
the relation of all things to all other things". The potency of the 
planets in the "transit" system is due to their revelation of factors
wnich are employed by the self in its expression, but wholly as a mat
ter of convenience, Unrelated to the self, they go unmodified, un

created by self, and so may be dropped by the self the moment they



cease to be useful or revealing. As man in his approach to a purely 
superficial and false out&ngunity be comes drama, so life itself in its 
most detached application to the individual is drama; and this "pass
ing show", or the drama of not -self in its wholeness, is life in 
punctuation or life in its s imple classification of individuality.

The moon in its fundamental derectional role is the planet 
of pure instinct (cf. Lesson XIII, par.3) and the distinction between 
these ®Moments which are indicative of the operation d5f pure instinct 
and those which are not, is one of great importance at this point. It 
is the application of the diea of drama to life as a whole. Obvious
ly the individual njust be an expression of "wholeness" in his ianner 
being, and it has been equally clear that as an entity in society at 
large he must also possess a wholeness, becayse it is as a "whole" to 
otheres that he moves about and takes his part in the companionship of 
men. It is less obvious that life itsnlf must in general be seen as 
a "whole", with a single eye, because if life is divided in and against 
itself there is no cosmic atability, all is chaos. The individual in 
both his inner and outerwholeness contributes to the wholeness of 
life, and the wholeness of life sustains him, constantly. The rela
tionship between man and life is basically in terms of the wholeness 
obviously and necessarily. The inner wholeness is a spiritual thing; 
it exists by ots own nature. It finds and fulfills itself as it 
makes itself evident in pattern-conformity to the wholeness of outer 
life, the cosmos, and the wholeness of outer individual being, the 
fulfillment of personality: initiation, the "saved soul" and the like. 
In their implication the superficial things of insticntare of the 
greatest importance in literary expression, and yet of so trivial a 
nature itself. Instincts are the substance of the drama of super
ficial being, they are embodied elements of reality in the race 
itslef. Therefore the "transits" in their revelation of the interplay



of instincts and Superficial drama factors are of the greatest import
ance. But they are of value only in connection with known events be
cause while the directions have as reference the natal pattern, and 
may be int■errreted withoutthe knowledge of the native, the transits have 
reference b o the whole of life, andthe whole of life is onlyto be 
referred to the individual in terms of experience or actual happenings.

Experience ,ust be classifies into elements indicative of 
the operation of pure instinct, and into those not so indicative, and 
the former may now be seen as e ssentially "fortuitous" or pperating 
without known cooperation with consciousness. Where a cause and ef
fect cycle is to be t raced out in relation with the individuality, or 
where the native has gained fruitage of his own action or attitude 
the transits do not fundamentally or properly apply; they are the back
bone and strength of pure "fortune telling" or the interpretation of 
the apparent operation of things as "thingsOin^themselves". The 
drama of outer individual life is here punctuated; enhanced. The 
trnasits have therefore been described (Lesson IX, par.lj.) as the "im
mediate and shifting influence of cosmic fators", revealing the sus
taining patters of experience in a practi cal sense. The transits are 
implication per se. The moon charts the tides of insti nctive under
currents of being, and the sun maps the vacillation of the cosmic will 
(so to speqk). In the following lesson the operation &§ the sun 
through "solar revolutions" will carry out this poiht to a degree of 
interesting understanding. For the present it ,ust be seen that in 
the pattern of transits the planets themselves are remote, in general 
aixd that their use is by gaining of a special light upon ihndividual 
prob .eras thro\igh the i implication of transits in relation to known ex
perience; through the manifest or actual instincts.

For the use of transits the postions Mi the planets in the 
heavens at the time of concern are taken. !f put in the chart they



are shown in a different corlor ink from any other. Their mere place 
in the natal chart is of tt>o trivial an^ influence to merit watching 
but the planets which move slowly enoggh to make no more than three or 
four revolutions in the wheels in the entire life (only Saturn of the 
Chaldean planets; althoughJupiter has influence enough to appeal to 
some astrologers) may be taken as significant in entering a house or 
sign, as the moon is taken in secondary directions. In general, how
ever, the transiting planets are taken only when their aspects of ma
jor importance, primarily their "great conductions" (more rarely 
their opposit ons, most rarely their squares, trines and sextile, but 
always their points of aspects when more than two are invovied in 
"great configuations" within a degree of exactness", fall within a 
two degree orb of a conjunction or opposition of some planet or point 
in the natal chart. In such a case they act as a very powerful di
rection and always involve a particiaption of the individual in events 
over which he has no conscious control, but in which his bondage or 
freedom is wholly instinct, drama.

The "greatest conjunctions" of the suna dn moon ar&eemead the 
lunations (to a lesser degree of significance their "grdat oppositions" 
also) and these, while not powerful uless conjunction or opposition to 
some "sensitive point" in the natal chart, have measurable influence 
in their occurance monthly by house and sign, they show the general co
operation by punctuation of man's consciousness and his instincts.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XIV —  LIFE IIM RECAPITULATION

This lesson is the second of hhree dealint with the supple
mentary procedures in the employment of the secondary sys,tem of di- 
redtions, and ot introduces the student ot the"birthday influence" 
in the chart, or the "trnasit natal moment" in terms of the various 
definitions and explanations in the prior lesson. What must now be 
particularly emphasized is the element of regularity in the motions 
of the sun and moon, the former the most regular of all the planets 
in every sense, the latter also regular in the sense of never goin^ 
retrograde, but regularly irregularity in its"mean daily motion".
In natal astrology the "mean daily motion", as faster or slower at a 
Seven twenty-four hors than the normal thirteen degrees and ten-min
utes of arc, is of great importance in the mental chemistry, and in 
directions the cycles of "fast" and "slow" are indicative of the gen
eral mental moods in the secondary system, a point that is of real 
value but not importnat enough for special stressin in the general 
outline of directional factors, In supplementary procedure the Regu
larity of the moon is more a matter of moment in an through its co
operation with L-thffi. sun in the lunations, and these should be most 
carefully charted whenever a chart is analyzed dynamically, with a 
speical note made of the periods in x-tfhich. the lunations will seem to 
go around the natal wheel in strong cooperation with the sensitive 
points, and when they will seem to create more or less inactive cycles 
A lunation, is suggestive, in other words, if it merely falls in a 
house or sign, but in general its influence is makked when it iswith - 
in the two degree orb of a sensitive point. Of far greater import 
in the analysis oi life in recapitulation, in g&ainging an insight 
into the actual course of the life by means of the balanceing of the 
"transit" positions of the planets with the known facts of a case, is 
the "birthday map" or "solar revolutions". Actually these are two



separate things, altho gn much alike, and read in the same manner; 
and at the beginning it is very necessary that these do not be con
fused with the "progressed chaurt", or a complete figure of the heavens 
erected for the day corresponding to a particual r year of life. As 
has teen pointed out (Lesson IV, par.3) it is the regularity of move
ment of the sun which gives power to that planet, and the birthday map 
is an analysis by means of that regularity. The sun is an interpre-ter in 
its motion, of the actual motion of the earth, or the body up
on which life is s ’reported, and the birthday map is the measure of a 
complete cycle of this supporting or systaining or foundation cycle 
of all-being from toe point of view of the outer circumstances of pure 
instincts and automatic social responses. Except for the great con
junctions of the transits it as the most potent factor in the use of 
the actual positions of the planets or transits in natal problems.

Teh vacillations of the cosmic will as this is directed to
wards man, or the reinterpretation of his life in response to the 
growth of lack of growth in his own Inner being, has been largely the 
subject of discuss! n in the prior lesson (cf. par.3 ) and becayse of 
the difficulty of getting such an element ot a point of focus, so that 
it aan be explained, applied to the circumstances of being, the birth
day map is of unusual use. It is impossible to say that the birthday 
itself is of an greater actual importance than any other day of the 
life, but it has sentimental balue in normal experience and astrolbgi- 
cally it is possible to see the outlook for the year as "sentimentally" 
indicative of the "annual expectation", '-‘•'his is the service of the 
birthday map. Astrology is not a fatalistic science, and in devices

such as the birthday chart ahd other transit elements a judgement mya be 
formed with great practical weight. The student who intends to use 
the transits, the birthday map and similar elements mpst therefore 

ground himself exceedingly well in the principles put down in the les-
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sons a.t this stage in his study of directions.
Perhaps the most puzzling point in the use of a birthday map, 

at least to th-e young student, is the fact that they are read entirely by 
horryy rules, standing with "elections" in that respect. Nothing 
is born on the birthday. The day its"Id and that for which it stands 
is purely a matter of sentiment, implication; a moment of suggestive 
value sufficienct to yield a valid chart. Therefore, it is possible to 
say that the birthday map is legimate but that it is no real part of 
natal astrology. (Cf. Lesson II, pa r. 1) If astrology is to be a 
real science the basis of it must be organized and competeln think
ing, and it is in distinctions such as this, between the nature of 
various figures, and in the realization of what in actual life and 
experience the planets actually represent, that such a foundation is 
discovered. The cycles of man (breathing, sleeping, eating, etc.) 
are of importance to the entities (cells) xlhich make up man, and the 
cycles of the eqrth are of importance to the men who live upon the 
globe. These the sun best interprets, for the sun is the earth in 
terms of motion, and these, in terms of the s ntiment ori&ramatic 
wholeness of the life, the birthday map best reveals.

There are several valid methods of erecting the birthday 
map, and all may be used if the student will remember what each indi
cates. From the stnadpoint of the sun its If the proper solar revo
lution mao is obtained by setting up a chart for the place of birth 

(not the place of residence at the time) and for the time at which the 
transiting sun is in exact conjunction with the natal sun. A variant 
of this is to take the time when the transit sun is in exact conjunc
tion with the progressed sun; another variant is to put up the chart 
for the place of residence. However the birthplace must be used be
cause the solar revolution is a recapitulation of the life in terms of 
will (the sun) and the latituded of the birthplace alone expresses
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the original pattern. To use the progressed sun as the basis of the 
solar revolution is faulty because of the relatively trivial implica
tion of any mixing of two directional systems, as here the secondary 
(day for a year) and transit systems. But this "proper solar revolu
tion" shows only the distribution of the will, and the real birthday 
map, and the one of most use, is the sentimental man of the day which 
inexperience is synbolical of the nativity. xt is obtained, there
fore by setting up the chart for the actual place of residence and 
the actual birthday, instead of the birthplace and the moment (and 
day) of the transiting sun's conjunction with the natal sun, and the 
time that is used is the "sentimental"; that is, the actual hour of 
birth from the natal chart, or the moment when the sun is at the sans 
poiht inre ference to the horizon that it was at birth. This is tru
ly a horary chart, and it is of immense power in showing the present 
status and implication (annually) of the life in actual experience.

The "progressed chart" is sometimes used as a birthday map,
It is set up for the place of residence, but using the sideral time 
of the day which corresponds to the year of life in the secondary sys
tem as a substitution for the sideral t irie if the day used for erect
ing the natal chart. But putting the transiting planets in this 
wheel, while yielding resutls, is a horary interpretation of secondary 
directions, and obiectional as an unnecessary mixing of methods. The 
true birthday map if far more revealing.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XV LIFE IN ORGANIZATION

This lesson is the last of three dealing with the supplemen
tary procedures in the enployment of the secondary syfetem of directions, 
and it introduces the student to the factor of derivation from plane of 
analysis, or the "parallels of declination" an d allied elements in the 
chart. From one point of view this factor is the one of least impor
tance inthe directional system as a whole, but from another it is of 
major value because it deals directly with the spiritual or eternal 
root of personality.. The houses of the chart, from which all ded uc- 
tion of circumstances is made, are erected and created in the circle 
of motion known as the celestial equator, and the planets of course, 
are measured in their motion in the circle of the orbit of the eartn, 
to which theri own orbets are in every case (with the single exception 
of the moon) approximately parallel at all times. The latitude of 
the planets (their deviation from the plane of the earth's orbit) is 
therefore of no particular importance except in primary directions 
where it is taken into account as a matter of accuracy in the fine cal
culations employed, ^ut the deviation fif the planets from the plane 
of circumstances (equator) is of the greates importance in any inter
pretation of the relative degree of interrelationship of planetary or 
department-of-life potencies in terms of pure circumstances. Such 
deviation is expressed in the "declination" of the planets, and an in
stance of interrelationship is termed a "parallel". This will be ex
plained later, in the second following paragrpph.

First it is neces ary to observe tho factor of "spiritual" 
internemtion in pure circumstances as this operates in the nature of 
the "house complex" of the individual chart. While the houses are 
each of even thirty degrees of right ascension in their own equatorial 
circle their j^Lght-ascension being is no more than their own nature
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their rulershlns and interruler ships . They are expressed, dynamically 
and individually, in terms of the zodiac: the signs and degrees up
on their cusps. Becayse of the obliquity of the ecliptic the expres
sion of house nature in zodiacal terms is almot never in even thirty- 
degree segments, and the resulting distortion is quite significant be
cause there are, from the point of view of the houses, signs of "long 
ascension" and signs of " short ascension". Those of long ascension 
(ss. pointed out in the Theosophical Astrology and the related series of 
lessons to follow) are associated irn r elationship with the manifest or 
more objective side of life, those of short ascension, with the expres- 
sice or more-subjective s ide. It will happen, therefore, that at times 
if "progre ssedcharts" (cf. Lesson XIV, par.5) are casr for each year 
of life, the zodiacal degrees will move over the midheaven more swiftly 
than over the ascendant, and at other1 times, the reverse. In general 
(indetatil depending, of course, upon the terrestrial latitude, whoch 
i fluences distortion) if the signs of short ascension a re upon the 
ascendant, the ascendant will m we nore swiftly, and i f signs of long 
ascension are upon the ascendant, idle midheaven will move more swiftly. 
In the latter case the spiritual or broadly social side of life may be 
said to be aivanced and in the former cas ̂ the pure individiual or nar
rowly material side of life may be said to be advanced. This consid
eration gives basic character to the directions in any general period 
of life and is therefore quite important. It Is to be noted, in this 
connection, that when the chart emphasizes the exrerne of participation 
in conscious life (long ascension upon ascendant) the social or "mid- 
heaven" affairs arod advanced, the extreme lack of conscious parti ipa- 
tion (short ascension uoon ascendant), the personal (or "ascendant") 
affairs; in other words, this is nature's device for maintaining a bal
ance between the Individual man and the general environment which sus
tains and gives him being.
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It may be expect d, therefore, that the parallels In both 
msx&inatal and directional astrology are funndamentally more or less of the 
same nature ; working to restore the submerged man to a measure of con
trol of his affairs, and to free the dominating individual from too 
great a meshing of self in the outer complexes of affairs of life which, 
after all, only pattern the eternal being vut are of no eternal worth.
It has been pointed out that the parallels (Lesson XII, par.2) are of 
greater practical importance in revealing the consciour or lack of con
scious precetpion of the elements of impetus in life, and the meaning 
of this obversation xjiay now be made clear. After all the impetus o f 
life is the spiritual pattern, and parallels ijiay therefore rightly be 
said to be the most spiritual factor in astrology as a qhole. But the 
ggreat question is not the impetus,, since this is possessed by every 
living entity, and is of and by its own nature the foundation of con- 

ftm,\ sciousness and so beyond the power of consciousness itself to know;
rather, the question is of relative strength of the impetus of self and 
that of other selves making up the community in which the self resides. 
Where a man consciously participates in his social destiny he is making 
manifest an imoetus of a "plus" nature in the givan environment, /f-4 

but where a man is constantly quarrelling with his environment, he is 
making an impetus of a "minor" hature in social terms. Eere is the 
basis of any analysis of "life in organization", and a clue to astro
logical counseling of a sort that can "get right down" to the very 
root of a client's being.

Two planets are parallel when their declinations are w ithin 
a degree and a half of exact; the parallels are strong when they are 
within a degree of exacr. They are taken in declination, never in 
latitude (since such a factor would be "deviation from racial circum
stances') and it makes no difference here, even of the slightest sort, 
whether the planets have "north" or "south" declinations (because of



course, it is not spatial position but angle or deviation that is sig
nificant at the present point; for himself, later, the student may 
correlate nothern and southern hemsinhere racial emphasis with the 
north and south factors in parallels, but the results are trivial since 
too g reat a means is taken for too small a result, something akinto 
using a steam roller on a tennis court). In importance, as has been 
pointed out (Lesson IX, par.^) the parallels immediately follow selar 
general and lunar secondary directions (of Ptolemaic aspects). The 
computation is the same as for secondary dierctions in longitutde.

For the intepretn.tion of the parallels of declination the 
student must be thoruoug’-ly equipped with a knowledge of the depart
ments of directional rulerships as these are expressed in the planets, 
and as the present series of lessons has emphasized these. In gener
al the result of a parallel is to bring out a spiritual cooperation 
between the departments in question; that is, such a cooperation will 
be evident, as it were, "behind the scenes" of outeard circumstances. 
Perhaps it will be evident more through the broadly social or true 
emohaiqis of impetus, and the interesting feature of parallel operation 
is that the native is quite apt to be little conscious of what is go
ing on, and so unable to give much cooperation (or even "yessing") to 
the astrologer. But where parallels are strong, a native is more 
sensitive than usual to inner or "impetus" factors, and by interpreta
tion great aid can be given to him in his life. The sun and moon are 
of particualr importance in their parallels to each other.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XVI LIFE THROUGH QUARTERING

This lesson is the first of three dealing with, recification, 
and it introduces the student to detail work of the gery greatest im
portance in pracital or professional astroloby, because, obviously un
less a chart is an accurate repre sentation of the actual time of birth 
of a native, no complete deptedence ipay be placed upon the dedixctions 
made from it. In the Sabian systems, taken as a whole, a real degree 
of independence of the hoases as a factor in natal interpretatin is 
obtained by a number of very ligitimate means, but there is no question 
but that these houses, correlating to the circumstances of life, should 
be the real foundation of all detailed analysis. Rectification is of 
primary importance inestablishing the correct house cupps because 
(approximately) an error of fou r minutes in biryh time will make a dif
ference of a degree upon the ascendant, and so will result in an error
in the time of maturity of directions in both the secondary ahd pri-

(particularly in the latter).
mary directions MpaiaxaxxK±x±.imas Not only the houses
are dependent upon exact times of virth, however, but the planets, also,
and especially the moon because the moon moves an average of thirteen
degrees of lonigtude in a day. The difference of a degree upon the

means
ascendant, in terms of secondary direction tsx&Ma that (approximately) 
there will be anderror of a day in a lunar direction to a planet and 
of a month in a lunar idrection to the cusp of a hou.se. Therefore 
the student must leatn rectification, and at the beginning a number of 
general observations should be made. In the first place it is impos
sible in advance of a correct interpretation of the chart as a whole 
to make a omplete and correct analysis of all the fa tors of life in 
order to establish a rectification. The knownevents of the life 
cannot necessarily be used for rectification, becayso they may be fac
tors which are not sha ply indicated by single or dimple directional 

Many of ’'he directions which later will be mathematical-influences .
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ly demonstrated will prove to be evident trhough hidden or subjective 
events that could not possible be selected in advances or even known* 
for purposes of rectification. .As has been pointed out (Lesson XII) 
oar . 5) the •.•hole genius of rectification is care and skill in pick
ing the proper events for use in establishin the wheel. It will! 
have to be the principle function of these three lessons to equip the 
student with a medthod of procedure that will pmtect him from errop. 
of a sort that he would everlook until such time as the rectification of 
some thousands of charts will develop a critical sense capable of act
ing without rule.

The primary practical difficulty with rectification is the 
leek of data for use in determining properly significant events. No 
average man is capable of indicating the relative eLmportance of the 
occurances in his life; he is biased by his conditioning upon the one 
hand and by the ideals actuating him at any giv en momasat upon the other 
The individual who is suggieiently introspective to have a keen inter
est in the dates of his won history is usually so subjective in his 
usual manifestations of selfhood that there is a lack of evident out
ward events to matek the crisis of his life for rectification purposes. 
The young student will always complain of rectification that it 
"doesn't work2. in perhaps half of the cases becayse he has not as yet 
learned how t>t> recognize significant events ih a life* or how to get 
confirmation from a native. Frequently a client wil be so "repressed" 
in his real nature that he will flatly deny the implication of events 
as the astrologer presents these, a nd t he student at the very begginnifig 
sho Id learn that while he must gain the confidence of the client as 
thoroughly as possible, he must never give his own dongidence in re
turn, but thather must alvracys keep his counsel or else always interpret 
his cons&ious outwardly in terms of a native's point of view* prej
udices and expectations. This is not hypocrisy; it is a recognition
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that the astrological way of thinking is technical and beyond the com
prehension of the mind untrained for it.
The genius of the Sabian system of rectification is a per
sistent beginning with purely superficial elements, where there is the 
least possibld/^// chance of digfference in point of view and. where an ac
ceptable explanation can always be made if it is neces ary to explain 
a subjective factor as a n element of rectification. Since the houses 
move the most for the least degree of change in time of birth (a de
gree f r four minutes) the Sabian rectification begins with the houses 
and emoloys a factor that can hardly be brought about logically by any 
element other than the houses and the moon; namely geographcial change 
of residence or, lacking such, a moving from one house to another.
Clients nearly always select marriage, divorce, children and love af
fairs as the events.to use for rectification, together with the deaths 
of close relatives or intimates. v"ith the exception of the last-named 
item these events are too close txb the real soul of man to be a matter 
of cuspal indication, and they areworthless fro rectification al
though extraordinarily v>ital to the lofe. Planetary configurations 
will be found measuring to them, but the astrological time may be measured 
to any one of a number of phases of each in events of such a sort, de
pending upon the temperament, and any one of almost an infinite possi
bility of astrological aspects may meas ire to them. This, in addition 
to the broadness of the period to which aspects among the planets meas
ure (interms of secondary directions) makes anything other than an 
indication to the cusp of a house of no use at all in basic rectifica
tion. Geographically or residential change is a factor of absolute 
circumstances, and the very essential triviality of it as a factor 
gives it a unique value in rectification. No element in the chart 
other than the cusps and moon can properly measure to such a factor 
per se, so that when the houses are adjusted to a change of this sort 
the rectification is absolute. The sole difficulty is in the identi-
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fication of such a change when it is (astrologioally) a ohange, not a 
mere visit or a transplantation. This point will be pursued further i,,n 
the following lesson.

The s tudent will realize, after a little rectification, that any 
system of rectification which depends wholly upon either the natal 
chart, or upon directions, or wholly employs direxrions in only the pni- 
mary or secondary systems, one without the other, is faulty in that a 
complete bredth of point of view is not demanded. Therefore the Sa- 
bian system, in addition to the employment of geigraphical change and 
the house cunss in secondary directions, uses the death of parents and 
tne house cusps in primary directions, because here agein are special- 
ized events that are only to be found through certain house cusps and 
giving a degree of quickness of motion suitabel for rectification.
For this purpose it is necessary to have a sense of difference in the 
"kind of death" indicated. It has been pointed out (Lesson VII, par.
2) that when death marks a submergence of selfhood in the general 
realm of not-self, the cause of death is Mars. This, of coiirse, 
is the death of someone of influence in the life, not the death of a 
na tive.

A Mars death is a circumstance, a Saturn death is an account
ing, a lunar change is a readjustment— all on the part of the native_
and these, usually physical and actual, may be psychological ar sub
jective in a highly complex civilized being.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY VII Life through emphasis

This lesson is the second of three.dealing - ith rectifica
tion and it introduc es the student to the more definite application 
of the principles put down in the preceding lesson. Geographically 
change in relation to the angles (using the moon), and the death of 
parents in relation the spiritual axus (using planets cabavle of 
measuring to death) are the sum and total of the Sabian system oi rec
tification, but it will soon be evident to the new student that the 
utilization of these factors is seldom as simple as it might look to 
be. Astrology isrint and never can be a mathematical or "exact" 
science; there is in it, only exceptionally, the "two and two" which 
inevitably makes "four". The mathematical calculations are exact,and 
both pure and applied science; nevertheless the application of jhese 
fa tors to the liveing and conscious lefe is psychological, since the ob 
ject of measurement is the "psyche" or subjective r eality of man fun
damentally. *t is only secondarily that the "events" of life, the 
anchoring of the elusive " psyche" in the practical world ofevery day 
tangi ble realities, are related to the astrological chart; and there
fore not "two and two" element at any time. Above all else the astrol
oger , unless he wishes to build aupn and depend upan a pure intuition, 
must be a philospher, and the prupose of these lessons is to teach 
him how to phiolosphize intelligently in connection with the problems 
that may be brought ot him. -̂he factor of change in pure circum
stances, represented by a move from one city to another, or from one 
house or beighborhood to a different one, is of varying importance in 
various lives, and it is in the analysis of this that real skill in 
judgement is necesaary. Th e student need not expect that all people 
everywhere will c onveniently pack themselves up and change their phys
ical place of residence approximately every seven years, and only ev
ery seven years;/ bit that they do this psychologically, or as a matter



of the functioning of the inner "psyche", and that the psychological 
change is always repres nted by some sort of a physical event which, 
at critical points of a life is more apt to be an actual change ofall 
circumstances ( as a move in residence), and should not be surprising be 
cause of the tendency of all human life to manifest itself in cycles 
of appDoximate se ven year periods. This is not the "ages of man" for 
the "seven-fourteen-twenty-on year" periods of vevry indicidual for 
the moon isseldom on an angle at birth, and its direction to angles 
is only rarely in e ven seven-yea cycles. The moon is general signif- 
icator of the events in life, becayse it its the swiftest moving and be
cause it is the only true satellite of the earth; it is also the' plan
et of "feelings", of the self-recognition of self-identity in the gener. 
al realms of circumstances. The a ngles (houses 1,!_}.,7,10) are the 
basis of the house divisions and when, in secondary directions, the 
moon arrives at the angles a cyclic ad.hpitment in the relation of the 
"psyche" to its circumstances in general is necessary. For the aver
age individual a readjustment, or a regrasoi ng of superficial life, 
requires a change. Men daily sleep and wake, weekly and annually 
there are properly "stop-and-look" or vacation points, mental and psy
chological reawakenings in normal individuals. The "seven-year" ad
justments of the moon to the angles are regrasoubgs if tge curcynstabces 
of life from an unwitting or inner and spiritual point of view, and 
for rectification the student must begin to be able to revognized and 
establish these points in the life of a native. The first angle (as
cendent) ususlly gives an actitially superficial and outer change (a 
"complete change in life", as it iisually may be expressed to a client), 
the tenth cusp a nearly eq uivalent important "move" and the fourth and 
seventh angles lesser a nd often not-to-be-recoggized-at-all adjustments 
Obviously there will be cases when a student will mis-rectify a chart, 
through an identification of wfco ng moments for these points of change,



but such a chart will operate with complete accuracy as long as inter
preted from e xactly the same .point of view of rectification. This 
to somewhat lesser degree, is the sort of protection afforded the as
trologer in horary astrology, and is additional indication of the facfe 
that astrology is a pshchological and never "exact" science,* that 
it is more an art of employing a science (the science of "relation-' 
ship of all things to all other things"] absolute correlation) than a 
science on its own account.

Through his natal study the stddent has learned that the 
spiritual axis of the chart, or the fourth and tenth house cusps, has 
particular rulership of the relationship of the native to his parents, 
and of greatest circumstantial importance, (and purely a matter of cir
cumstances of house-cusp rulership) is the termination of this rela
tionship, or the death of parents. Mars and Saturn have been indicat
ed as the planets usually measuring to such a death in the life of a 
native (cf .Lesson &VI, par,'s I|.-5)> either a "sudden" or mere circurn 
stnatial cubtraction in the case of Mars, or an unraveleng or linger
ing and "agonizing" working out of the relationship in the case of 
Saturn. In theory Mars kills the father, Saturn the mother — because 
the father’s death gives a native a real start with his "inheritence" 
and the mother's death gives him a tie to the hidden and eterbal 
realms--but this is of no practical account, due to the complexity of 
the modern age. More generally it will now be found that Mars will 
measure to the first death, but this cannot be made arule. Again it 
will be seen that identification of factors in rectific ation is entire
ly a matter of fine judgement, pre-chart pshchological analysis.

A aatal chart is a diagram of the position of the planets 
in the houses, whth the circle of the ^odiac projected into the plane 
of the house circle. Since the planets move in the latter circle, 
certain adjustments have to fee made in the longitudinal position of



the planets when directed to house cusps or elements other than each
other, and even smrae measure of adjustment in the longitudinal rela- 

when very fine
tions, Kwbtsx&niBo work is desired, because jaf their orbits actually 
never lie exactly but only approximately in the same planet. So far 
as secondary directions are concerned, this consideration is negligi
ble, but in primary dieecti^ns it is vital. The selection of events 
of direction to the spiritual axis ofaly, for the use of primary direc
tions in rectifications, is that the difficulty may be avoided, because
this axis cuts both circles without distortion. Therefore the eye may

even
be used, and an approximate d egree of movement of the planet may 
be taken as corresponding to a year of life in the experience of the 
native.

In measuring the moon by secondary directio to angles for 
identification of "circumstantial" change in life , only the passage 
of the moon over the cusp may be used; other aspects are too trivial. 
But for directions in primary arc of Mars and Saturn to the midheaven 
the conjunction or opposition (if it is one to one cupp it is the other 
to the other) and the square (which ti is to both) or the minor square, 
either semipsquare or sesqui-quadrate, (it is again the one to the one 
and the other to the other) may be used,

For rectification a natal chart may be read as a horary, or 
indications through transits may be used, but this is dangerous tech
nique because of the many bariant ways in which indications may be tak- 
edj it is too respon sive to "wishful thindking"•



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XVIII LIFE THROUGH IMPLICATION

This lesson is the third of three dealing with recitfica- 
tion, and it introduces the student to the final rounding out of the 
principles involved in this most important operation of natal art.
At the present stage perhaps the most essential detail is the definite 
manner of procedure. When.the data of a client is given to the as
trologer it is normally accompanied by a fairlvaccurate or else ap
proximate time of birth or, where the time is utterly unknown, an ap
proximate time must be determihad tentively as a basis of beginning.
The char is erected in preliminary fashion for this time, and it is 
properly err ected upon a form of sheet of naper large enough to contain 
all the mathematical operations, so that as changes are made the mathe
matical figures can be corrected through all operation in order.
Where no approximate time of irth is g iventhero is, of courseqj an 
additional problem. There are two adequate methods for determining 
the approximate time. The easiest for the beginner, usually, is work
ing from appearance, making a guess as to the rising sign and putting 
up the chart for any degree of this upon the ascendent. In using 
this method it is necessary to observe the general placing of the plan
ets, particularly that of the sun, in order to discout the ele
ments of character produced by the "sun-sign" and planets rather than 
hy the ascendant. The more satis factory method requires more skill 
and expreience, but obviates the confusion latent in the fact that so 
many different elements determine the appearance. It consists of a 
prel iminary determination of the most important change in the life of 
the client, and erecting the fhart &o that the moon by secondary di
rection will be crossing t he ascendant at that time. /With the devel
opment of skill it is possible to double check this approximately Vby 
noting if the moon ersosing the midheaven measures to an almost equal
ly outstand ng chnbge and if the death ofp;arents py primary derections
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corresponds to the suggested midheaven axis. When the preliminary 
chart is erectdd and the "adjusted calculations date" is computed, the 
directions of the moon to the four angles should be put down in tabu
lar from and a comparison madewith the events of the life. Acjlo the 
midheaven axis shlud be checked for primary derections measuring the 
■ death of oarents. Tt has been pointed out in the prior lesson that 
the movement of Mars or Saturn an evendegree in the chart (notin the 
eohermeiis, or by their own motion; t is present movement is that of 
the earth on its axis and has rubthing at a 11. to do with the movements 
of these planets on their own account) measures approximately to an 
eve year of life; therefore the number of years from the birth of the 
native to the death of a parent must both be a dded to and subtracted 
from the natal position of the anaretic (death-de&ling) planet, and 
from either s£ the two positions so gained there must be a c onjunction 
square or semi-square to the midheaven axis (a conjunction or semi
square at one ooint giving an ^opposition or sesqui-quadrate at the 
other). When the wheel of the chart does not correspond to the rela
tions of directions t o events it must be turned either forward or back 
wards ecactly as a radio resreiv’ing set is "tuned" to a desired station 
by a turning of a di al. When the chart is turned the time is changing 
§ind this makes some chan.-ge in the longitudinal positions of the 
planets, especially in the case of the moon. For the guidance of the 
student, the following quite approximate but otherwise thoroughly de- 
pendeable rules may be given. (A) To ad d a degree to the ascendant, 
will mean that a pr iogressed lunar direction to a cusp (as an angle) 
will measure to a month later in the life, and a progressed lunar di
rection to a planet (of value only in very fine work, and not employed 
except in most unusual rectification problems) to a day earlier in the 
life. (B) To subtract a degree from the a scendant will mean that a 
progress3d lunar direc tion to a cusp will measure to a month earlier;



one to a planet, a day later. In either case the prinary direction 
to the midheaven for the death of parents is altered by a yeat of life. 
Using the information before him, the student makes the change in the 
chart to "tune it" to the life. The new house cxisps are first put 
dwon. This alters the S. T. of the figure, which requires change in 
both tht true local time of birth and its correction. Thism turn 
changes the G.M.T. m slightly alters the planetary positions, particu
larly the moon, and changes the A.U.C. The new student will often 
find that he has not met his approximations accurately enough and tha 
now it is necessary to repeat the process for a fine rectification or

"tuning".
Mention has been made before (Lesson XCI, par. Ij.) and also 

above, of the use of appearance in rectification. No matter how lit
tle the student may intend to employ this, it is wise nevertheless for 
him to being at the outs -et of his studies to master this most diffi
cult of all astrological details of judgement. Rather complete atten
tion will be given to the matter in Hegelian Astrology (the eleventh 
series) but for now he can begin to practice the recognition of risins 
signs, being careful to learn to observe and discout racial character

istics as well a3 marks of experience, health , age and strong family
or otherenvironmenyl modifications of zodiac type.

What is often a great difficulty in the Sabian system of 
rectification is the fact that frequently, in cases brought to the 
astrologer, one and often both of the parents will still be living. 
Obviously, astrology, or any other art, has tobe taught upon the basis 
of idetl conditions; then the ideal may be made the point of departure 
for understanding details which by themesleves would by beyond grasp 
A little refoection will show the student that either Mars or Saturn 
will make an anaretic aspect by primary direction to the midheaven axis



every fory-five years of life (conjunction, semesquare, square, ses- 
quiquadrate, opposition and back again) and since there are two of the 
planets, and since also they work in both directions of motion (a mat
ter to be explained in the succeeding four lessons). It is possible 
were the two planets ao placed to prioduce an even spa icing, for a par- 
e nt to die every eleven yeats; and they do not "die that frequently". 
Death of parents, in other words, is onlv one of mav critical moments 
in the vitality of mother and father, and where there is no death the 
same principles may be applied to les ser moments ihn the souls of these 
elders. Other planets may be employed, meas uring to business diffi
culties and other details of life, but in such case, of course, great 
skill in the recognition of events in their proper astrological nature 
is neeessary. Incidentally, this will show that it is impossible to 
predict the literal "death" of a parent,

A final word is necessary for cases where the direction of 
the nmoon to the ascendant in the se condary system cannot be brought to 
a correspondence with actual geigraphical or residnece change (the 
"psychologidal change" of Lesson XVII, par.l). Adroit questioning 
of the native will :* ereveal the moment of change to the astrologer who 
has sufficient skill in analysis, but when it does not urhow in ythe life 
as a liberal great change it is seldomevident to the native in his 
own experience as a "great change".

She anceints, possessing no telescopes, and restricted to 
Chaldean planets" were unable to g deep into analysis of unusual 
casespC the anamolies in lif e brough about by hidden or 3 uperior"so- 
cial" influences. These may often be measured to Neptune and Uranys 
with profit by modern astrologers, although unless the judgement is 
keen this is dangerous. In such cases normal canons of judgement give
a safe and accurate if distorte chart



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XIX THE MEASURE OF MOTION

This lesson is the first of four dealing with primary dir
ections, and it introduces the student to the lea si organized and 
most definitely controversial department of the stellar art. In the 
present lessons a sustem will be put d own for the use of the Sabian 
student, with first attention given to the rationale and the details 
of the operations explained to him, but because it will be encessarv 
for him to employ tables in astrological books inwhich the various 
features of controversy will b e obtruded uoon his attention, ®ven if
|ge is not of the tempdrament that properly weighs all points of view

basis
and comes to his own dicision upon the tea&ax if its own judgement, some 
space will later be given to the points of autstanding difference of 
opinion among astrological writers (Lesson XXII). '̂or the present it 
is vitally necessary that the student understand the general mechanism 
with which he is dealing, for while it is not at all necessary in com
petent professional or amateur work that primary directions be used at 
all in the judgement of the nativity, their employment to a slight de
gree in tin Sabians cherae of rectification requires that their princi
ple be mastered and thatthe stident be eqiiipoed to employ them in the 
exceptional case. EMeed, for the student who never is able togo 
deeply enough into astrology to gain the fine point of understanding 
by which the relation betweene vents and directions reveals itself to 
him ansolutely (judgement of a point finer than words, such as a skill
ed specialist in medical Dr toher scientific fields will frequently 
display), the primary directions are trullyessentasl as a double check 
upon what otherwise would be too broad an a^plication of the secondar
ies . In general the primary directions are more difficult to calcu
late, and as usually taight they are far beyond the graps of the aver
age astrological student, dĵ e to the employment of logarithms. A ctu-



tually they ar far more simple thhn believed, and from some points of 
view are consider ably easier than the secondaries, since all the fac
tors imn primary directions move at approximately the same speed. As 
has been pointed out (Lesson XIII. par. 1) the primaries are by far 
the strongest ofthe directions; because of the fact that the personal 
evolution of character and destiny, or the motion of selfhood which 
they express, is entirely the creation of the motion of the earth xipon 
its axis; hhey refer to the sefl-contained or more Limherent elements 
of the being. What makes them difficult in calculation is, of course, 
this very factorl The planets actually exist in the ecliptic or zo
diac (in the larger sense) and tlaeir positions are projected into the 
equatorial circle, giving rise to all sorts of possibility of differ
ence of oppinion as to how this is properly expressed mathematically/ 
Therefore it has been pointe out (Lesson XVII, par. 3) fchht the longi
tudinal projection factor is vital im primary directions. The student 
will avoid much difficulty if he will keep a few simple facts in mind. 
All primary directions are "equatorial arcs" (as Robert DeLuce aptly 
insists thay should be name d in the first place), and this motion, ir
respective of what distortion maybe produces by the obliquity of the 
ecliptic ( odiac) in the first place, and by the tilting of the horizon 
due to geographical position in the second plane, is a motion which ex
ists ih the equator and in the equator only, and so is expressed by 
purely equatorial factors, actually or In principle.

The principle or primary directions is the correspondence 
in principle of a degree of motion to a year of life, s nd there are two 
different methods of expressing this relationship, both of which are 
valid and both of which operate in producing actual correspondence be- 
yween the aspects formed and the events of life. In the first place 
there is the motion in the equator itse .f, produced by the earth and 
creating aspects between the places of the planets as these are ex



of their actual places in the heavens intopressed by the projection 
equatorial postion. by some stBange feat oi the astrological mind 
of recent centuries these have come to be called "zodiacal primary 
direction?, in an evident attempt to express the idea that they are 
"celestial" or operative independently of the '•place upon the surface 
of the earth (geigraphically) at which birth has taken place; or where 
the native later dwells (a point explained in Lesson XXII)/ But they 
are calculated inthe equator (whereas the "mundand" aspects to be con
sidered in the following lesson, and explained in a momnet , are, prac
tically, claculated in the zodiac; so that the terminology is hopeless
ly confusing) andtherefore this first group of directions will here 
be termed "equatorial". In the second place there is the motion of 
the planets, caused still by the motion of the earth in the equator, 
but expressed in the orbits of the planets in each case, as these or
bits are trisected into mundane houses (the reason for terming these 
"mundand" aspects) by the horizon which is tilted by the geographical 
position of the native. The explanation of what is here put d own 
follows in the sudceeding lesson, and this second group of directions 
in these lesson will be termed "ecliptical" ..

For the calculation of equatorial primary directions it is 
necessary to have the right ascension on dquatorial positions of the 
planets at birth. Astrological books wSith tables for the R .A. (right 
ascension) of planets are numerous, and the labor of computing these 
by trigonometric formulae may be avoided. T^ere a planet has lati
tude, and its position is therefore not corectly represented outside 
the ecliptic ///by its longitude, the tables make the correction ±or the 
student and give him the exact R .A. position. For using these tables 
in addition to longitude, the student needs planetary latitxude; there
fore he has begun to place a "speculum" at the botton of his horoscope, 
consisting so far, bn order of (1) declination, which he has needed
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for computing parallels, (2) latitude, and (3) right ascension or R .A . 
With the longitude and latitude, both taken from the ephemeris and 
corrected to ecact, he obtains tight ascension from the "tables of 
right ascension" correcting in tow ways (in longitude and latitude) 
for any difference.

The meauser in motion in orimar / directions is the calcul- 
tion of the patterns of aspects formed by these equatoiral or right- 
ascension places of the plane ts . o The student myst be sure to keep 
in mind the place . of the planet as prijected into right ascension 
is considers to be the planet for the prupose of equatorial. primaries, 
and further, he must remember that it is the motion of the earth w hich 
produces the aspecte and therefore the planets all move at tlie- saner 
rate of speed. More than this, either place maybe considered as mov
ing towards the other, in the ca.-.7e of two planets betwwen whom an as
pect can be formed, because each planet continues to occupym without 
motion and statically, the place imprinted with its nature at virth 
(iriR.A.) and also to move forward (the celesiail sphere is lif#£d up
ward in the east with the planets, which therefore move backwayds in 
the reverse order of the s ligs j but e xpressed in R.A.) and to carry a 
point forward in the normal orderof the signs (in R .A.) to form an 
aspect with another point considered as static is a convenient and 
valid if "reverse method" of figuring a.n aspect.

Judgement of the equatorial aspects is very simple because 
yhe planets may thus be taken in either direction (direct or converse 
in old terminology) .a nd because a dgree of theT.S. in which their 
positions are expresseed will maause to an approximate year of life.
With the T.A. of each planet given in the speculum the differences be
tween them in R .A . may be divided into aspects as expressed in y ears. 
Thus a difference of sixty degrees indicates approximately a sextile 
at thirty gtears of age and a conjunction at si xty.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XX THE DIRECTION OF MOTION

This lesson is the s econd of four dealing with primary di
rections, and it inflroduces the student to the most interesting, and 
ath the same time most idfficult, of all the pha ses of this parti cu- 
lar branch of predictive art. The intervention of the factor of ter
restrial latitude in the formatio'n and application of kirections. In 
the ca-e of secondary directions, the patterns of aspects formed by the 
stars are the creation of the eearth’s motion in its orbit, utilizing 
the (actual movements of the planets? as hese can 'fee modified by this 
glove's revolution; they are utterly uninfluenced, therefore, by any 
bactor concerned with the surface of the wrld. But in primary di
re ctions the aspects are wholly brought about by te motion imparted to 
the olanets by the rotation of t he earth. Not only does any motion 
of the planets intself lie outside the r e aim of consideration, bringing 
planetary "motion" down to a poont of direction wh lly upon the sur
face of t he ^jlobe; but |!}psitipia pm tljes surface is also brought into 
the consideration, sharply dividing primary directions into "equatori
al" , or simple motion measured in the plane of ratation, and into 
"ecliptical", or motion as directed into patterns by the place of 
birth(and place atfhe time of maturity of the direction, a point for 
later consideration** Lesson XXII). Equatorial directions are proper
ly quite simple, and what appears to be this type of direction (a 
point ecplained in the following lesson) is taken in the instance of 
aspects of planets to the midheaven as a feature of the Sabian system 
of rectification. If the student willfolftow carefully through the 
explanations of primary directions, as they a re ginen, and will at all 
times keep carefully in mind a picture of what is being taken into 
consideration in any and all calculations, neither the calculations and 
use of primary directions’ upon the one hand, not the tremdndously di-



vergent and confused outlines and directions in the various books upon 
the other, will upset him . In these lessons the student and not the 
astrological scholar is given first consideration, and matters willl be 
presented "so much at a time", using the method of later consideration 
of factors which would hopelessly complicate ,a.tters at the beginnings 
Constant practice whth these dorections must be the basis of their 
mastery, and these four lessons should be taken slowoly, and accompa
nied by ,uch work (remembdring that they require the conventional as
trological books for the formulae or tables needed), or else the whole 
subject of primary directions dshould be passed by; the procedure 
really recommended for he average students

For a visualization of ecliptics ("mundand" in the ususal 
but unsatisfactory terminology) derectiong, the student should remem
ber that they ares till formed by the rotation of the eatfth (the rising 
of the heavens, the ambient, in the east) and that since &>11 planets 
therefore move at the dame rate of speed, any one can be taken conven
iently as moving either forward or backwa rd to the place of another, 
forming what have been falsely termed "d<iredt" and "converse" direc
tions, Already it has been seen that the patterns formed in the equa
tor ( into pure right ascension) are valid directions, the equatorial 
(or "zodiacal"), which are easily and conveniently calculated by the 
taking t he sinple differences in right ascension. B$tt actually 
the planets hardly ever make a course over the place of birth (by res
idence) which can be said to lie directly in the equator ( or in a 
pland exactly parallel to the equator, mathematically the same thing) 
but rather in all but the most exceptional instance their rising, cul
mination and settin is irregular; due in part to their own positions 
in declination (out of the plane of the earth's rofc&kion) and in part 
to the tilting of the horizon as this is created by the t errestrial 
position of the birthplace(orresidence). In this form of their



primary activity, quite different from the patterns formed when all 
the planets are projected in pure right ascension and there allowed 
to move, each identically with the others, the planets are again in
dividualized, more in keeping with the secondary stytem, and this form 
of direction, in the primary system therefore becomes quite difficult, 
and is of value in only very find work.

Each planet's motion must be handled separately, and its motion 
as created by the earth's roat&foion from horizon to midheaven , 
midheaven to horizon, horizon to nadir, a nd nadir to horizon a gain is 
taken in quarters of the whold circuit, the quater of such motion be
ing termed the plandt's "semi-arc". The diurnal and semi-zrc is from ho 
rizon to midheaven or vice versa, the nocturnal semi-arc from horizon 
to nadir or the reverse. Aspects between the planets here are not 
direct but are proportionate in terms f parts of their sime-arcs, and 
what the student must remember at this stake, if he is not to b e con
fused, is that the semi-arcs are not only expressedin "right ascen
sion" (the logical convenience, mathematically) but that now right as
cension, as here used, has a neat approximate correspo ndence to the 
years of life because right ascnesion is the root expression of the 
motion. Each semi-arc divid.es into three "houses" and the a spects 
are formed, when the planet that is taken as moving has moved to a po
sition in agiven one of its "housew of semi-arc" which is directl y 
proportionate to the postion of the other planet in that one of its 
own "houses" or semi-arc" which identifies an aspect. Thisc an be 
understood clearly when taken in terms of the cusps of the houses. If 
Jupiter moves to the cus]b of its eleventh house of semi-zrc it has mov
ed to the squats of Mars if Mars is situated exactly upon the cusp of 
its own second house of semi-arc, and so on. The time of the aspect 
in years of life is obtained by an approximate equating of a degree df

semi-zrc of the moving planet (expressed in right ascension) to a year 
of life. When the moving planet crosses from one semi-arc to another
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of a different time dquation( from a diuranal to a nocturnal, or vice 
versa) the years of motion are taken at the one rate in the one hemi- 
spere and the otherrate in the other. The simi-arcs are calculated 
either by formulae or tables from the "ascensional difference" which 
in turn, is obtained by formulae or tables from the declination of the 
star and the terrestrial latitude of the bi rthplance (or residence, as 
will be explained).

Judgement of ecliptical primary directions is fascinating 
because the individuality of the planets ha -been restroed and there 
is a difference between Jupiter to Mats and Mars to Jupiter, both in 
terms of events and in terms of time or maturity. What is different 
in these directions is that they are intimately tied with circumstan- 
cesmand there will be several matters of importance to point out in 
connection with this (Lesson SSIV). For calculation of these aspects 
the simplest mkhibH.o£or th e layman is to consider the positions of all 
the planets in terms of "thirtieths" (or whatever fractions will gjive 
the fineness of work desired), but to rremember that while proportion
ate parts of houses determind the aspects, the degrees of right ascen
sion of the moving plandt determine the years required for the aspect 
to come to maturity.

A fourth factor has mow been addee to the speculun (cf. Les
son XIX, par .3) the "semi-arc" pf the planet, and it is often advis
able, especially if the planet is anywhere neat the horuzon, to gi ve
boththe diurnal and nocturnal semi-arcs, although one is easily gianed

o
by subtracting the other from 180 . Whether one or both are given,
they should be distinguished from each other with the letters "D" and 

"N" .



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XXI —  THE BALANCE OP MOTION

This lesson is the third of four dealing with primary di
rections, and it introduces the student to some additional elements of 
importance in the system, and to a general tounding out of the whole 
consideration. Perhaps the greatest difficulty in astrology as a 
whole is a failure to keep aitoe^rge nt elements separate, and so to 
avoid a hopeless mixture of factors. This is especilaly true in pri- 
may directions, and whoat irameasurobaly comolicatex thewtihle situation 
is a curious obsession wihci marks nearly every modern wtiteron the 
subject of astrology: a determination to adbance the cusps of the 
houses to a postiion of prime influence as astrolobical factors. Ev
erything in astrology is motion, and the £iasis of astrolo^r is the 
motion of the planets, of which theea rth is the most important. The 
cusps of the houses are mean s for the measurement of the axial motion 
of the earth, and as such they are vitally important, but they are not 
moving factors and do not and cannot possess the "entity value" of the 
planets, to be taken as on a pa r with the planets in the making of ei
ther aspects of directions. The midheaven and horizon have special 
Pbvalue because of t he degree of their participation in mot lion, rather 
than because of their measure of motion, which is their role for the 
major part and that of the other custps for the entire part. The mid
heaven gathers and collects, or unifies, the distortion of the various 
factors of motion-direction in the chart, a nd so stands in a sort of 
living parental or spiritiual-sxipervision position in the life, exactly 
as he horizon divides and distorts motion and so stands in a sort of 
individualizing position in the life. To this extent these cusps 
have "entity value" and certain aspects may with profit be taken to 
them. But a cuspp&s a cusp is a distribution of division of the re
sults and influence of motion; aspects to cusps are confusing because 
not based upon a proper balanceing of astrological factors. Ingress
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inot a house, or conjunction with a cusp, or ingress into an opposite 
, opposition to a cusp, are effective, but not as aspects merely as a 
phenomenon of a moving factor changing from one to another sphere of 
being.

Aspects to the midheaven s nd ascendant are valid when the 
correspo ndence is to the influence in 3bhe life of the root attern of 
the life; spiritual and material supervision respectively. This ap
plies only to directions, however, and in directions only to the pri
mary system, because, in the first place, the pattern ofthe life is 
through the whole figure in the natal reading, requiring iio distribu
tion interms of events and, in the second place, because secondary 
directions are wholly a matter of interplanetary relations that can 
hardly be concerned with euspal factors, wholly a creation of the 
earth's rotation which in the progress of life must be distributed 
through the primary directions, or Rotational development. Because 
the midhea^ven collects all influences, and eliminates the distortion 
which as such is most manifest at the horizon, a careless point of 
view is apt to assoicate the midheaven with equatorial (zodiacal 
directions, and this is a comm on mistake in astrological waitings, 
bu t a harmless one because directions to the midheaven can be calcu
lated as well in pure right ascension as in semi-arc, for all practi
cal purposes (that is, the planet distributes the midheaven’s own 
"houses" to it ’with, almost more efficacy in affairs of the midheaven 
than it measures to events of concern to the midheaven in terms of its 
own semi-arc relations of square, trine, or sextile— -whatever' they may 
be). But the ascendant cannot be handled this simply, and for the 
sake of a proper and deep-found understanding, even through the tak
ing of events to the midheaven for the p ur ose of rectification is 

made simple to the point of slight inaccuracy both in principle and
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results (to make It possible for the non-mathematically minded to han- 
le to the necessary approximate accuracy the porblem of rectificstion-::- 
it is best for the student to understand thoroughly that aspects to 
the angles are part of the ecliptical (mundane( primary directions, 
and are not safely considered in other departments of astrological 
reading, because of the slightness of their influence otherwise.

The midheaven and a scendant are of the most vital influence 
in astrology, and in ecliptiaal primary directions, in connection with 
the balance of motion in the develop,met of the horoscipe's out-work
ing in the life. This is measured in the parallel. The student al
ready has become familiar with the parallel of declination, and is 
presuma bly able to visualize the balance of force when tw planets 
are at a position of equipoise in plane, equally distant -from the sur
face of every-day exis hence. He knows that the parallel of declina
tion marks a spiritual cooperationbetween the planets involved, sc- 
coriiding to their natures in the natal and directional (secondary) sys
tems. The primary directional s ystem presents a parallel not dis
similar, except that the cooperation of the planets in parallel is 
specially directed. The parallel of declination is a general belnd- 
ing of the forces of the life; it is an aspect of personality, con
tributing to the selfhood of the native and his affairs. Parallels 
of declination constitute almost a separate system of both natal and 
directional read ing; one that odes not need, however, any special 
series of les ',ons for its explanation. Midheaven primary parallels 
are specific in indicating a cooperation with,' or a stirring within, 
the pattern of spiritual responsibility in the life — the mind, or the 
mental world exclusively--and ascendant parallels are specific simi
larly in relation to the physical responsibility or the literal or so
cial conditioning of the Jgeing--the habit realm, or automatic reflex-
self
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There are two ways in which these parallels may be taken,
q.nd both are efficacious. Either star may be t aken as moving to the
position of the other (the ususal "mundane" parallel" of the books) or
both may be taken as moving to each othe r (the "rapt parallel" of the
books), and this gives a possibility of three different times in the
life for the parallel to operate; establishing a triology of events
under usual circumstances and giving an interesting department of in-

no t
terpretation to the student baffled by the mathematics. In the 
books it is usual to take these paralles Bor the midheaven only, but 
they operate in connection with both the axes of the houses or the 
horoscope proper. Calculation of them is by means of proportion, 
and the semi-arcs of the planets are used. When they are at dis
tances from the angle directly proportionate to their semi-arcs they 
are parallel. The degrees of right ascension that must be moved will 
give as usual the approximate measuse of years. In the case of rapt 
parallels the computation is always from the midheaven, irrespective 
of the angle to which the parallel belongs, because if in parallel by 
rapt motion to one angle they are in similar parallel to all. Pull 
details of computation are given in astrological books/

A fifth factor may now be added to the speculum (cf. Lesson 
XX, par.5) the "meridan distance" of the planets, as this is ec- 
pressed in right asseneion from the mkdldheaven axis, taking the differ
ence between the right ascension of the planet and the nearset mid
heaven a*is point (M.C. or nadir)/ This information is merely for 
convenience in a "by the eye" rectification of the chart more or less
constantly by observation of the influence of the spiritual pattern 
in the day-by-day events of a subject's life.



DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XXII THE JUDGEMENT OF MOTION

This lesson is the fourth of four dealing with primary di
rections, and it introduces the stddent to a necessary further consid
eration of the time equation factor, the element of geigraphical place 
and one of twwo general condiderations which are tital if any sort of a 
general grawp of primary directions is to be gained. It is due entire
ly to the narrowness of many of the early writers on the subject 
of pirmafy directions, as Didacus Placidus deTitus, father of medi
eval astrology, together with the fact that few if any astrologers of 
research ability and other than purely occutl training have given in 
the modern world any appreciable attnetAon to them, that this depart
ment of astrology is so unsatis factorily represented. So f ar as t he 
Sabian student is concserned he may, for other than rectificatin pur
poses in a limited and proved single use of them ignore the primaries 
altogether. These lessons will give him sufficient basic knowledge 
to permit him to understand them in general, and to fit into any situ
ation where they are brought ap and discusses. If he desires to go 
further, he is eqquipped with a groudwork wthat will save him confucsion; 
certainly it is not the function of these lessons, in tho limited com
pass of the twelve series, to go any furhter than this. Without re
course to other than tables of dedlination and ascensional difference 
(for hich "Rectification of the Horoscope" by Robert de Luc© will 
serve admirably, and perhaps most competetly and inexpensively; al- 
tho gh lacking the computations for parallels) he may calculate pri
mary directions simply and accurately, and discover for himself the 
degree to which they are useful to him in his astrological practice 
or investigation.

An important question of time equation has been loft out of 
the consideration up to htis point. There are three hundred sixty



degrees in a circle, th»ee hnndred sixty-five and a f raction days in 
a year, so that astrologers generally have seen that a degree for a 
year in the primary system is not really the equivalent of a day for 
a year in the secondary system. Sym bolically the degree for a year 
is the correct equation in the primary system, in actual practice 
there must be an adjustment for finework. This involves an addi
tional matheraatica operation in which the right ascension of the sun 
at birth is taken, the degrees of right ascension necessary from birth- 
position ofr a planet to omplete a primary direction aspect added to 
this, and then the day after burth when the sun reaches this position 
taken for a year of life. Superficially this may seem to be a mixing 
or primary and secondary directions, but it is only using the daily 
motion of the sun in right ascension to equate the time measure.
Since the ephemeris shows the sun’s right ascension in hours, minutes, 
and seconds of sideral time of the midheaven a translation backand 
forth from right ascension to sidereal time must be mace, either by 
multiplying the latter by fifteen or using a table (such as is found 
in the deLuce hood)• For rectification by the midheaven, where ap
proximate results anly are needed, and where the fine pointing of the 
ascendant is accomplished by the lunar conjunction, the degree for a 
year is sufficient, and in general the degree for a ydar will s erve in 
equatorial diaections, unless weoo towards the twilight of life, but 
for all truly fine work the day rather than the symbolical degree 
divisions of the circle must be rased.

Of complications of general currency and acceptance in the 
field of primary directions, there are others that either have so ob
scured the principles behind them that they are of no practic &1 worth 
or else they are the priduct of imcompetency and t he heritage of ages 
when astrology has been wholly in the hands of the incompetents and
charalatans. Somewhere in this category is the whole matter of di-
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rect and converse directions. Since either the olanet rjiay be carried
through the heavens by the rotation of the celestial sphere or else it
may be left as though frozen and static in the abstract place in space
where it was at birth, and since all planets move at the same rate ofin the case of the semi-arcis— but
speed, or with only slight variance/jfy^//f y . / /4-4̂4 
there is avariance that in terms of aspect-forming is no variance at all 
(the aspects are proportionate pa ts of house positions in thee clip- 
feical or "mundane" aspects)— it is wholly academic whether t he planet 
moves to a place of aspect or the other factor is moved to an aspect 
of its place. All is a function of the revolving ambient taken as 
both moving and static. X#Again there are directions in some books for 
calculating equatorian (Or zodiacal) aspects with latitude when the 
proje ction of planetary position into right ascension ha already tak
en latitude into account, and when the aspects are between positions 
in the equator that do not decline from each other. The drawing up 
of special rules for "crepesculine" or "twilight positions " the work
ing of some aspects in ascensional difference and others in pure right 
ascension, and many other details to which the student will b e sub
jected in investingating conventional books, amy all be put down as un
necessary complication, due fundamentally because the "stellar art" 
has come donw by tradition from the groping medieval ages, and its 
principles have not as yet been fully reasoned o t by the more mompe-
tent minds of the modern world.

Of all the fa scinating phases of primary directions, none
is more interesting than the fine charting out of the ecliptical (or 
mundane" aspects in their geographical modifications. These particu
lar primaries maybe taken upon the basis of the birth place, and the 
normal expectation; and to the degree that a man is influenced wholly 
by his backgrou nd and early conditioning, to that degree it is impos
sible to take the ecliptical arcs otherwise. This is the normal



situation of man, man as he was known in the medieval world, content 
to live, die and breed $his kind in the domain of this fathers. With 
the development of more enterprising human kind a different situation 
has arisen. Man moves to new locations, he e pands his interests, he 
makes himself a part of a realm to which he gives bolitional support 
ahd 4n part ere at e3 . Astrology must yifl take this into account, and it 
is in ecliptiaal primaries that this tie of the individual and the 
larger social sphere is found. Instead of t aking the ascensional dif
ference up n the basis of the geographical latitude of the birthplace 
the dir Lections are gifured upon the basis of the terrestrial latitude 
of the place of residence at the time of maturity. In this way there 
is at times a consideral m odification, and in some lives the results 
are striking. Thus Max Heindel, a figyre of influence, in more mod
ern astrology, towards simplification and popularization, was able to 
compute that he had added four years to his life by a change of lat- 
tude in residence, and in his own case he seemed to have selected 
properly the anaretic (killing) aspect.

Before turn ing to the final two lesson, and matters of gen
eral summary, it might fee well to close the definite outline of the 
directional factors wih an appeal to the student to get the "feelp of 
directions feather than a ”by rote” grasp of the prodedures. In the 
end his skill will not lie in computing directions but in knowing the 
application of each in the way an artist knows the ”feel" of a color 
or a line. There are so many "directions” that maybe calculated 
that the superficial astrologer always can find some appect for an 
ement; but this is no real interpretation of the life,and it promises 
nothing by way of a real foreshadowing of events.
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DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XXIII —  LIFE ANTICIPATED

This lesson is the first of two upon the strictly Sebian 
poiht of view in directional astrology, and it introduces the s tudent 
to the problem of the proper balance in lffe between the inner a nd 
outer faculties of being, and to the whole matter of integrity of 
predictive art, both ideally a rid practically. Life anticipated is 
life understood, and the understanding of life consists ofthe ability 
to balance factors,and to se e what effect they may be expected to 
have upon one another. Astrolggy utilizes An interplay between t ime 
and the outer complex of existence, or ppace. Time is the inner or 
eternal sense of things, as Kant made so very clear, and to "be" is to 
have the capacity to "endure", as Bergson so well states. The whole 
structure of the astrological chart is the heavenly motion as this is 
the backbone of time and all objective existence, and directional 
a trology is preeminently the branch gluing attention t o the enduring 
and self-sustaining progrewsion or time factor of life. The question 
is the fixity of the manner in which the time or Andurlng and person
al element of being can stamp itself in the spatial or objective real
ity of every-day. The integrity of predictive art lies here. It 
is not a wuestion of events foreshadowing themselves,and comptetncy 
alone needed for interpret ation, but rather hhe degree to which there 
is an actuil foreshadowing in the events of life and being. Obvious
ly the/^jWXf4W & tendency the surer the pre-indication, but to say 
that all events in life and being are foreshadowed is to destroy the 
intelligence, the free-will , the personlity of the world. Astrology 
does not fall down on the score of skill but upon the fact that events 
themseelves are only relatively fixed, and that within wide limits t hey 
are greatly subject to change and modification. Time is seen as ex
pressed in waves of strenth and weakdess, and space or circumstances
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in corresponding periods of stability and pliability. When the cyn- 
^  cles are strong the possiblitl# of literal prediction is greatest, and 

the substance of the prediction lies in the prior stability of outer 
circumstances contributing to the native’s manner of launching him
self upon the predictable cycle.

Ideally the astrologer has a thorough knowledge of the af
fairs of hisdeints life plus a t horuouh knowledge of the chart; in 
such a case pure divination is flanked by solid com mon sense and an 
estimation of known facts. Bmt in practice there is demanded of the 
astrologer an operating almost without any known facts at all, and if 
the astrologer wishes to avoid phsychih faculties and "intuitions” to 
give him factual background it is necessary that he go deeper in the 
predictive art, taking advantage of greater and greater interrelation
ships of time factor. In part htis may be accomplished by the blending 
j*f primary and secondary directions, bu t a s till greater grasp of 
the anticipated life must be gained, preferably from the chart itself. 
The gre ater the degree of cooperation in time cycles, the greater 
the inevitable expectations of the character of the life and personal
ity, and the surer its course in events can be judged/ With this in 
mind the Sabian system turns back to the period before birth in second
ary directions and embraces the "anticipatory" cycles of a day before 
bitfth correpponid ng to a year of life. This i s a revelation of the 
elements nature as put into the final conditioning of the soul about 
tp be born,an inverse picture of the promise of the life brought out 
by normal secondary directions. Instead of an outlining of the ex
pression of the will, or basic time factor, in and through manifest 
being, or the space factor, these converse secondaries show the put- 
ting down the spaqe or outer manifest potetimialifcy of the life-to 
be as this is wrppped up in and around and mdde an intregal part of 
the individuality or time fadtor. These secondaries give the limit-
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ing perepectiive in the way 4f the normal secondaries give the self- 
/ • * expr ssive potentialities. Ihe balance of these, toghether with the 

balancing of all decondaries against all primaries, radch deep enough 
4n the soul and Itw pattern to make all prediction possible in prre 
abstraction, and to give detail enough of such abstraction to yield 
the positive, or definite foreshadowing of any reasonable period of 
lif =e ahead in the light of any immediate sufficiently detailed cress- 
section of the life, and ts affairs. The c aiiulation of these in
verse secondaries is puzzling to one who attempts it for the first 
time, but it is merely the reverse procedure all the way through, be- 
geinning with an inverse "adjusted calculation date".

In the manner that the student is coached in natal reading
to gpt the "outstanding determination of focal emphasis" of their
equivalent before proceeding, so that he will not make initial mis-
takes and lose dignity or sacrifice the confidence of his client, incoached
directional astrology the student has to bexsBBasacxxsd to some extent 
through these lessons to ge a basic grasp of the directional pattern 
of the individual life, in order that he may have foundation in his 
interpretation of the current directions. Under it all of course is 
and must be a knowledge of the natal chart, but in the fieldof direc
tions there must be a basic cycle emphaiis and this has not been provided 
in all but the most extreme cases, in the changes or dierections of 
Mercury, the w arp of consciousnes as it runs through all the pattern 
of consciousness. Here is merely review reference to the Mercury 
cycle in passing, but a reference necessary becaus of the importance 
of getting a directional interpretation properly keyed. With Mercury 
the great cycle of all the other planets myst be considered, and cer- 
tain y two or three of the "gre t moments" ofevery life should be 
traced out and recognized by the native as well as by the asi> ologer

Perhaps the most vital things for the young astrologer to

\
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learn is his dependence upon his medium and a maximum of its details
upon one hand— so that he can pass with lightening swiftness from one
to another factor in rectification of an sustainmnet in his growing
judgement— amd uet his complete independence, upon the other hand, of 

._ withany specific or particular detail. Thus, wham the directions, the
natal chart in es sence cam be deduced, or with the natal chart the
problem outcome of any phase of experience may be anticipated. This orderly
is an oxriixary universe and, as Cuyier said that from a single bone he 
could reconstruct the whole animal, so from a few factors hhe experi
enced astrologer should be abile to reconstruct the whole life. There
fore the student is trained in all possible factors, but not called 
upon to keep more in his head and mind than he canemploy— permitting
each student to develop wholly in accord with his own genius— amd is
. o.̂  , , . . „ particular factortrained, also, to get along without each and everyxisdcxi
Because the present emphasis of rectification, as well as the use of
symbolical degrees, implies the necessity og a correct chart, it must
be said that even this is not a necessity/ ^here has been reference to
the distroted chart (cf.Lesson XVIII, par. 5) where ther is a measure
of correspondence, amd ot wo;; be seen that even as a distroting mirror 
_ thehas rules and order in its distortion, so that erroneous chart has a 
more limited byt yet strikingly efficacious application.

It is not meant that carelesswork or imcompete nt work will 
serve as well as good work, but that the cosmic pattern is so wide
spread in its ramifications that if a chart fits im part it will, to 
the extent that part is a real segment of the whole, enable the astrol
oger to aggrpacj tie |rpbe;,s pf tje w hole correctly. Here is a 
fluid s cinece, an art , in fact, that has its center in pure knowing*
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DIRECTIONAL ASTROLOGY XXIV —  LIFE CONSUMMATED

This final lesson is the second of two upon the strictly 
Sabian point of view in directional astrology, and it introduces the 
student to the puzzling problem of the degree to vftiich it ispossible 
to operate correctlu upon faulty information or upon workmanship 
either ^incompetent or involovAng errors thant have not been caught And 
corrected* The Adea is that, from one point of view,an absolute 
perfection is impossible. Granted that the exact moment ofbvirth is 
known, it cannot be known that the real desire of nature has been ex
pressed in this climactic moment of the first breath* A distorted 
chart, with a conformity in directions to events, might be wrond by 
many minutes from a birth time absolutely determined* All of life 
and being is related, an apporximation, and astrology operates with 
approzimation at every stage of analysis. Life is consummated in a 
squating of intent, or the time factor, with events, or the space fac
tor, and the practic 1 element of the absolute lies always in the mo
ments of life-fullness from which directions ooperate froward and back
ward. Rectification ideally may often correct the birth time to the
time that should have been rather than to the actual moment, bacause 
birt is not a beginnin, but rather a foflusing, and there are innumer
able focusings of only slightly less importance throught the life*
It may be well be objected that this point of x±hxs view gives n o cer
tainty to astrology, and the answer is that there is no certainty to life 
itself.What is certainty? No more than the degree to which relatAnnships 
are called into being and sustained. From the standp oint of astrolo
gy the life that is most withdrawn from all events of life is the life 
most uncertain, although it may seem the most fixed. Charts may be 
cast for animals, inanimate objects, and if these non-human subjects
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are enough a part of their environment the directions will operate,
but if the subjects are trivial the chart is worthless; and so it is

squares w ith thewith human beings. Rectification in the normal casexgqyarêsricwwfegrfcff 
birth time rather accurately, if the time is known; but in the abnor
mal case the rectified chart is a distorted chart, ©ddthe astrologer 
must know that tsii not the accuracy of the virth time or of his in
formation, but the manner in which the life under observation corre
sponds to the p attern erected for it, that binves him his surety. Hid

science;
is a psychological, not a physical pxiixxm his is the art of inter
pretation, not a git of prediction. Therefore he does not worry 
about the accuracy of his material but about his success in keying 
inot the problem he is analuzing; coming t o know the life he seeks to 
serve. To this end, therefore, Sabian astrology begins in the mid
dle— the subject and his situation as reflectd in his chart— and works 
backwards to a pattern of character that explains such a situation, 
and forward to a pipredicted coasummation by which the life may, and 
probably will, complete itself as thus sel-revealed.

The Sabian directional system therefore seeks to make pos
sible the greatest possible degree of cros-eectioning of the immedi
ate moment, in order to build understanding and recify the life from 
the p oint of view of foimdations ,and in oreder to open the potentiali
ty of the bding to the fullest extent. For this purpose the being is 
analyzed in fourfold fashion, using the fonrfold being of the other 
phases of Sabian study. Normal secondary direct lid fas are present
ed for the average suddent who does not care to ge deeply, and they 
are seen to square with the ordinary physical side of being which alone 
interests such astudent. Here is astrology on its convenient plane 
or ordinary as roligical practice, all the directional system that 
is employed in the professional or "fourteen point" method og natal 
interpretation.



The converse or backward secondary directions are not known 
to the modern world of astrology, and so are a unique feature of the 
Sabian system, a s is the Pythagorean branch, which is such a help in 
understanding these lessons,and some other features obtained from di
rect Babylonian sources. The conventional point of vdew of an actual 
or literal "influence" of ths atars is of course the barrier to any 
acceptance of these, but when it is seen that everything is relative 
and that astrooogy is the science of the relationship of all things to 
all other things, then the idea of a coming of tendencies to a focus 
before birth is not untenable. Converse or backward decondary direc
tions measure to the conditioned or habit side of life, the facets of 
c har acter that are basicaaljy sociiil and m >ore or les >s automatic. This 
is the directional system that concerns what to occultist is known as 
the "etheric double" ir the "vital body", the whole social sensitive
ness is here lahown in a rather amazing degree. Indeed in an unusual
ly socially-conscious individual it is often possible to recitfy the 
chart rather amazing ly with the cDossing of the converse sedondary 
moon over the angles, and then uncover the less obvious physical or 
psychological changes that indicate the passage of the moon over the 
angles in regular secondary directions. For sensitive or "occult" 
individuals these directions are more valuable than the normal second
aries, and in fine analysis they are invaluable supplement/

The equatorial (or zodiacal) primary directions are those 
which are particulatly associated with the personality of man or his 
emotional nature— that which in him ^occultists term the "astral bbody" 
or the "desire body", and which some psychologists call the cognitive 
self— and there is here the most fluid and clear-cut outworking of the 

Some astrologers of modern times, such as A.cT. Pierce, have 
worked wholly with these directions, although not always computing them 
or considering them as here put down; and except for the necessity of 
shortening the time of the arc shortly through equating the time
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through the sun’s motion at a day. for a year, if fine work is to be 
done, these are even ea&ier rtfea to calculate than the secondary directions, 
and far easier to tabulate. The diffiuclty is thet there is not the 
sam sure correspondence withouteJ+r events as is marked In the second
ary system. The secondayy system is less an inner psychological 
thing, a personal otitweaving of selfhood, and so is far more practical.
Every student should, however, calculate at le-ast thes e out of the 
primary directions in his own chart and those of perhaps a half dozen 
very close intimates, in this way possessing an actib e grasp and
understanding of the system.

The ecliptical (or mundanw) primayy direections are by far 
and all the most diffiuclt of the directions to calculate (except for 
the simple arcs to the midheaven that hardly count in the scheme of 
their operation, handy as they are for rectification). It has been 
pointed out (Lesson XIX, par. 2) that the primary directions are the 
strongest because they refer to the seol-contained or more inherent 
elements of the being and it has be en s hown that the eclipti^cal di
rections in particular are mmre intimately tied with circumstances 
(Lesson XX, par.lj.) and therefore are closer to the root pattern of 
being than any others. They relate to the highest vehicle of man, 
what Plotinus terms the "intelectual principle” fcnd what to occult
ists is known as tide "mental body" that part of man in which his true 
individuality resides. Here the plants within man are acutelly 
created and f&iven active being; here the "God-man" awakebs, and this 
fourth group of directions is vital in showing the cosmic or larger 
potentialites ofthe individual case. Circumstances ar r here seen 
in their spiritual or genuine potentiality.


